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Mitchel Cohen: End of an Era
1965
Mitchel Enters
Stony Brook
1969
Mitchel's Arrest
Motivates Students
to Occupy Library
1973
Mitchel Is Convicted
of Criminal Trespass
and Exiled from Campus
for One Year

TOO LATE: Stony Brook third baseman Artie TraKas picks up an Oswego
State bunt but has no play. The Patriots had a tough day on Friday as they
began their season with a doubleheader loss.

It was a disappointed Chris Ryba who,
-1.

$

f

1973

lose to Oswego State twice,each time by a run.
See Story on Page 12

END OF AN ERA: Mitchel Cohen's arrest in G cafeteria (top left) in
1969 touched off a sit-in (top right) demanding the dropping of all
charges against him. Cohen's latest arrest, at the 1972 sit-in over a
radical conference to be held on campus (bottom) resulted in his
being banned from the campus for one year.

Final I-M Basketball Standings
See Page 11
"Reb-

Mitchel Graduates (?)
See Story on Page 3

Student Busted for Growing Grass

j

1F

See Story on Page 5
"RON..

Editorial on Page 13
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News Briefs

Returning POW's Relate Tales
Of Physical and Mental Tortures

International
Eastern diplomatic sources in London say Soviet arms shipments
to North Vietnam have all but ended since the Vietnam ceasefire.
However, these sources say anti-aircraft missiles might be supplied to
combat any renewed U.S. bombing of North Vietnam. Moscow has
been Hanoi's main supplier of heavy weapons such as rockets, planes
and tanks. China has supplied many of the small arms used by
Communist guerrillas.
An American businessman and a retired Argentine admiral were
kidnapped early yesterday in Buenos Aires. The American is
Portuguese-born Antony Dacruz, head of Kodak Argentina.
Authorities say wellamed youths kidnapped the admiral at his
home. Eight heavily armed men intercepted a car carrying Dacruz.

National
Mat boyot
spread across mudh of the UL., but there are
coraditry reports on the extent and effectiveness of the proest.
Hog prices declined frAm $1.00 to $1.50 per 100 pounds at major
midwestarn livestock markets, but slaughter steers and heiffers were
up one to two dollars in trading at the same markets and slaughter
lambs were steady to 50 cents higher at most marets.
Food chains and restaurant in some communities joined the
housewives' boycott, which is scheduled to last all week. Beef
packing firms in the Iowa-Nebraska-Minnesota area have closed their
slaughter plants and laid off workers.
President Harold Geneen of IIT testified today before a Senate
sub-committee investigating his company's role in internal Chilean
politics. He sought to resolve contradictions by two of his aides by
saying that each told the truth. He said his frm offered money for
the "dual purpose" of defeating Marxist Salvador Allende as
President and wooing him with "socially constructive" projects.
President Richard M. Nixon welcomed South Vietnamese
President Nguyen Van Thieu to the West Coast White House with
full military honors for the start of two days of talks. Nixon told his
guest he hopes their conversations will lead to a lasting peace in
Indochina. Thieu said that, thanks to U.S. help, his country is now
strong enough to defend itself.
The Senate naffowly defeated a proposal to freeze wages, prices,
rents and interest rates at current levels for the next six months. The
39-37 vote signals to the House that strong sentiment exists in the
Senate for drastic action. A key House committee will take up wage
and price controls today.
Opponents of the proposed Alaska oil pipeline won a victory in
the Supreme Court when the justices refused to review an Appeals
Court decision blocking construction of the controversial project.
The appeals request came from the federal government, the state of
Alaska and the builder.
The U.S. Appeals Court in the District of Columbia had barred
the Interior Department last February from issuing permits for rights
of way on the grounds they exceeded a 54 foot wide limit
established in a 1920 law. The builders propose a 200 foot wide
right of way.
A showdown in Washington is set for this afternoon as a posse of
Democrats is hunting for Republican help to make sure they win a
fight over a $2,600,000,000 three year program of vocational
rehabilitation. The President has vetoed it. To override, a two-thirds
vote is needed in the Senate.
The U.S. Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled the President's
impounding of appropriated highway funds is illegal. The 2-1 ruling
by a three judge court in St. Louis is a victory for 29 Democratic
Senators who joined in the suit filed by the state of Missouri.
President Nixon withheld the appropriated funds saying the
spending would be inflationary.

State
Brooklyn Congressman Hugh Carey said he will not run in the
Democratic primary for mayor. But Carey kept open the possibility
of an independent candidacy later.
"I will not enter the primary of the Democratic party,"Careysaid
in a statement issued in Washington. The statement continued, "This
decision in no way will foreclose my future study of a possible
independent candidacy later this year.
Tens of thousands of commuters managed to find alternate
transportation into Manhattan from New Jersey in the wake of a
Carmen's Union strike that shut down the Port Authority Trans
Hudson (PATH) system.
A PATH spokesman said passenger volumes were heavy during the
morning rush hour and he attributed delays in commuting as much
to wet weather as to the walkout. The PATH line is normally used
by 60,000 to 70,000 round trip riders daily.
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Likutent Charles D. Rice of Stony Brook (rnght) tells of his torture at the banns of the North
Vietnam during a press conference Saturday at St. Albans Naval Hospital. Lieutenant Charles P.
Zuboski of JameIport, another receny rowsd POW, waits for his turn to speak.

By ROBERT F. COHEN
Six
years
agos
Navy
Lieutenant Charles P. Zuhoski of
Jamesport was shot down while
he flew his plane on a combat
mission over North Vietnam.
Just three months later, Charies
D. Rice of Stony Brook suffered
the same fate.
What transpired in the years
since 1967 was what both men,
and another former prisoner,
Wayne Goodermote of Berlin,
New York, discussed at a news
conference at the naval hospital
in St. Albans, Queens on
Saturday.
With the completion of the
United
States'
mission
in
Vie tn a m,
former
prisoners-of-war
across
the
nation are beginning to tell of
the atrocities they had to face in
captivity. Tales of beatings,
torture, and even death at the
hands of the captors are
becoming commonplace stories
on the front pages of all
newspapers. And yet, it only
touches home when one of the
hometown POW's is subjected to
the pain.
Charles Rice and Charles
Zuhoski withstood the torture
and have returned to Long
Island to begin their lives anew.
At the time Rice had been
shot down in October, 1967, the
bombing had just been escalated
over
North
Vietnam,
and
American planes were pounding
the Hanoi area. Rice had been
taken prisoner in the Hanoi
Hilton, the camp where most
prisoners were held, and had
immediately been taken to
interrogation. Rice picked up
the story from there:
"I was relieved of all my
attire; all I had on was a pair of
shorts. The interrogation began,
asking me my name, rank,
service number, date of birth,
etc.
"They used with me a nylon
strap, a half-inch wide, anywhere
from 15 to 20 feet long. They
would begin by binding your
wrists together behind your
back. Then they would wrap the
rope up your forearms till your
elbows were touching, and then

wMap it between your arms."
Rice said that even though the
pain was immense, and blood
circulation was cut off, the
Vietnamese
continued
their
treatment.
'They would bring the rope
over your shoulder, down and
wrap it around your legs, and in
my case, pulled my legs over my
head."
At times, Rice said the pain
was so great he had to scream.
When this happened, an iron bar
was shoved into the prisoner's
mouth, pushing his tongue
against the pallet. Then the
captors, according to Rice,
would stick a knee in the back
of the prisoner's neck and pull
on the bar, binding it in place
and tearing the flesh in and
around the mouth. Rice said the
prisoner had enough trouble
breathing to worry about the
pain.
Zuhoski
and Goodermote
confirmed Rice's description,
saying that they, too, had
suffered similar treatment.
How did they keep their
sanity through all this? Zuhoski
claimed that they had to have
contact with others. Zuhoski
said he will never forgive the
Vietnamese for their denial of
any intellectual stimulation not providing any reading or
writing
materials,
except

pnoto for Statesman by Bob Welsenfeld

Navy Lieutenants Charles D. Rice, Charles P. Zuhoski, and Wayne K.
Goodermote (left to right) greet reporters as they leave St. Albans
Naval Hospital to return to their families Saturday.
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prop
, which, he said, was
written in very poor English.
Despite
their
inhuman
treatment, the men said they'd
agree with the government if it
wants to- help rebuild North
Vietnam.
During his imprisonment,
Zuhoski tried to stimulate his
mind by writing mathematical
formulas by scratching the
cement ground with a piece of
stone taken from the roof of his
building. This proved to be
risky, and some-of the prisoners
were disciplined when caught
with their improvised writing
tools. Zuhoski said he would
again like to try mathematics,
this time as -a teacher on the
college level.
Rice intends to stay in the
Navy, wanting to fly again as
soon as possible.
Looking back at his six years
in the POW camp, Zuhoski
found
them
intellectually
stagnating. In fact, memory of
those years is already fading.
Zuhoski said he has easily picked
up where he left off six years
ago, just recently having the
opportunity to sit in the cockpit
of an F-14 fighter. "It's just like
I never left," Zuhoski remarked.
'There's an empty spot there,
and the last vivid recollections
you have are just before you got
shot down."
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Judge Bans Mitchel Cohen From SB Campus
By JONATHAN D. SALANT
Stony Brook undergraduate Mitchel Cohen was
banned from the University campus for one year
as pat of-the probationary sentence imposed upon
him last Friday. As a result of his conviction of
criminal trespass stemming from last spring's
campus disturbances, Cohen was also fined $250
and told to get a steady job.
Cohen was forbidden to come to the University
despite a recommendation to the contrary made to
a court representative early last week by
University President John Toll, Statesman has
learned. ToU said that he "definitely did not
request prohibition from the campus," saying that
he "made a general request for sympathy." He is
said to have told the court representative that
Cohen's presence was not harmful and he saw no
real purpose in banning it.
Judge Morton Weissman told Cohen, "I need a
voluntary acceptance," of these terms, calling the
choice "probably the major decision you will have
to make." Cohen charged that banning him from
campus would "deny me the right to graduate,"
but Weissman said "that is my condition. It's a
must."
Cohen hesitated for several minutes before
agreeing to the terms of probation. He said that
this hesitation wasn't "because of the terms
themselves, but because the judge needed pressure
of tie law behind him and wouldn't grant me on a
person to person basis that kind of consideration
and faith and trust that I wouldn't violate those
things that we had agreed to."
Cohen added' "I'm going to live up to my terms
of probation. The conditions themselves were fair
and that's what I was intending to do at any
rate ... to graduate and to leave [campus] and to
work full time organizing in New York City.""
Graduation Arrangements
Prosecution attorney John Grennan, chief of
the district court, argued that the sentence
contained "'relatively easy terms." He asked
Weissman to "reconsider the sentence," adding
that he saw "no indication that the seriousness of
the crime [had] been impressed upon the
defendant," whom he asked "be sentenced to the
maximum." David Woods of University Relations
said later that Stony Brook would make
arrangements for Cohen to graduate without
violating the terms of the probation.
Before the judge pronounced sentence, Cohen
and his lawyers Gene Bechtle, presented Weissman
with eight letters asking for clemency. Associate
Professor of History Cleland wrote, "I do not
think any useful purpose would be served by
sending Mr. Cohen to jail. Rather, I think such an

action . . . would strengthen, however incorrectly,
a feeling among students that society is hostile or
indifferent towards them." The Student Council,
in a letter signed by six Council members, said,
"We, as representatives of the student body at
Stony Brook, feel that this situation is an outrage!
We feel that.. . Mitchel Cohen [should] be
released totally and unconditionally .... "
Bechtle said that Cohen was "fully cognizant of
what powers the court has" and that he "learned
certain things" as a result of the trial. Grennan
argued that Cohen's "acts ... show his utter
contempt for authority." Cohen said that he had
"learned from this case." He admitted that "it was
a mistake to be in the situation where I was
arrested" and that he had "learned how to express
[his] political beliefs in different ways." He
added, though, that he felt the court should "deal
with cause and motivations of what took place.
The
crimes
that
the
University
has

committed ... are the motivating factor."'
He concluded, "I'd like to finish my work,
graduate, and get the hell out of Stony Brook."
After some exchange between Cohen and
Weissman about "the system," Abraham Cohen,
Mitchel's father, said, "I believe in our
Constitution,
but people commit serious
violations of law and go free." Meanwhile, the elder
Cohen continued, Mitchel is "having a political
difference with someone up at the State
University" and is being tried "only on politics
and nothing else."
Weissman said to Cohen, "Had I sentenced you
right after the trial, I would have sentenced you to
the maximum,"
but added that from
recommendation from the probation officer, he
did not think incarceration would "teach [Cohen)
a lesson."
After the sentencing, Abraham Cohen
commented, `This is an execution of a political
prisoner ... We demand an apology from Toll."
Toll insisted that, "The University in enforcing
its rules does this in an impartial matter,"
completely "independent of political views." He
said that the Cohen case was not treated

DISCUSSIION: Before the sit-in which led to his arrest in February,
1 7 2 Mi t tchel Cohen and the Red Balloon Collective held talks with
9 ,
o
ice President for Student Affairs Robert Chason regarding a
propngsed conference
4
to be held on campus.
p
d
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cmpus Remembers
I tchel Cohen's Stay

Mitchel I Cohen will be remembered by different people in
different %
ways. Campus activist Fred Friedman said, '"Mitch -is a very
committekd revolutionary," and objected to labeling Cohen a leader.
"Mitchel's ; a collectivist," he said, "there are no leaders and there are
no followsers."
A freshIman member of the Red Balloon Collective, who asked
that his naame not be used, spoke of Cohen as a charismatic person"
who was '"able to organize people." He said, "If things had to be
done, yout could turn to (Mitch) to do it. Mitchel Cohen was always
in the foxrefront." While Cohen did not attract a large following,
"most peo*ple generally sympathized with his goals," he said.
A studeent who graduated in 1968 and knew Cohen in his first
three yea rs here, was critical of him. "'Mitch always considered
himself a iradical firebrand kind of person," he said, but Cohen "just
never did much." Cohen appealed to a "very, very select minority"
of studentts, while administrators found him "more of a nuisance."
There was5 "always antagonism, because Mitch always seemed to be
looking foTrit," added the graduate.
Univers ;ity President John Toll came to the campus at the same
time as Cohen. "I've enjoyed many conversations with him
(Cohen)," he said. In 1969, when Toll was appearing on WUSB,

differently as far as the University was concerned; Cohen calIled up and challenged him to a duel on the athletic field.
the difference in the Cohen trial compared to the Three yetmxSlater, at a Faculty Senate meeting, Cohen walked in and
other students arrested at the demonstration took an *empty seat - next to Toll. At the Fall 1972, University
resulted from law enforcement officials treating Receptioni, Cohen presented Toll with a giant phallus, and later
the case differently in the light of Cohen's bombed hfim with apple cider.
previous arrests, according to Toll.
Anothei-r administrator that Cohen had a lot of contact with was
Cohen said, "I was singled out by Toll and Acting Viice President for Student Affairs Robert Chason, who
they're using me again as-a scapegoat, and now to remember s Cohen as a "person who believed in what he was doing."
prove the point, they've banned me from the The meettings between Chason and Cohen occurred "in most
campus which means that I must have had at least cases. . .ussually in confrontations," Chason added.
some degree of success."
-Jonathan D. Salant
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1973-74 academic year.

By KENNETH BRODY
After eight hours of politicking and often heated
debate last Sunday, the Polity Senate approved a budget
for the 1973-74 academic year.
The Senators considered 47 motions, with debate
centering on procedural questions, the commuter center
and residential college allocations, and athletic team
meal money. In addition, Specula (the yearbook), ar.d
EROS (Educational Research and Organizational
Services) were given allocations. These two groups were
not in the original budget proposed to the Senate from
the Student Council.
In what was described by Steinbeck Senator Alan H.
Fallick as a "slick political maneuver to counter another
slick maneuver," the Senate allocated $41,000 to the
residential colleges (approximately $10 per resident) and
$14,500 to the Commuter Center (approximately $5 per
commuter).
Polity Treasurer Mark Dawson, a commuter, had
earlier proposed that the Commuter Center and

residental college governments be cominea miw one
entity
and
given $70,000 to be distributed
proportionally between residentsand commuters. The
net effect of this plan would have been to allocate
$41,000 to the residential colleges and $29,000 to the
Commuter Center.
Most residents opposed the plan, resulting in its
defeat. Dreiser Senator Ken Staudte voicing a popular
opinion among the resident senators, said the Commuter
Center "couldn't even spend the $14,500 allocated to it
this semester" and therefore it was "pointless" to give it
$29,000 for next year.
The commuters were opposed to $10 being allocated
for each resident but only $5 for each commuter.
Therefore, a stalemate developed as there were enough
commuters to prevent an allocation from getting the
required 28 votes needed for passage.
Then Fallick proposed that the residential colleges
receive $20,500, or $5 per resident. This move
apparently satisfied most of the commuters, and it
passed with 30 votes. However, to the surprise of many
of the commuters, a bloc of about 25 residential
senators refused to allocate any money at all to the
Commuter Center unless an additional $20,500
allocation was given to the college governments.
The commuters could now have $20,500 go to the
residential colleges and no money go to the Commuter
Center, or receive a $14,500 allocation, which the
residents were willing to give, in exchange for a total
$41,000 allocation to the residential colleges.
"We were duped," said Dawson, who admitted that he
had helped organize the commuters into a bloc.
LanImuir Senator Rich Ippolite said that it was "dirty
politics but it worked." Fallick said that he had
circulated among the residential senators, informing
them of the plan.

Specula received a $10,000 allocation after the Senate
heard Michael Vinson, Specula editorindief, argue that
the publication needed that much money or
"thereabouts." Several senators said that many of their
constituents had requested a yearbook. Students who
purchase the yearbook will still have to pay an
additional $5 fee.
The Senate also allocated $1250 to EROS, a group
involved in birth control information. Charles Moser,
representing the organization at the meeting, had
originally requested $8000.
After lengthy debate on intercollegiate sports, the
Senate passed all allocations for those activities
requested by the Council except for $2800 that would
have been used to purchase awards. The total sum was
$51,000 which includes meal money for intercollegiate
teams.
Punch and Judy Follies, a theatre group, was
eliminated from the budget. The Council had originally
proposed that the group be given $2000, but Gershwin
Senator Mitch Bittman said that his constituency, which
sponsors the Gershwin Music Box, felt that the Punch
and Judy Follies did not need a special line on the
budget. Polity Secretary Stuart Levine felt that the
Punch and Judy Follies was cut because it was one of
the last groups considered and the "Senate was looking
for something to cut."
The Food Co-op, which was to receive $800, was also
dropped from the budget. However, they will be able to
request the money from the Program and Services
Council next semester.
The Student Nurses allocation of $6200 was deleted.
However, since the student nurses pay the activities fee
the entire budget was cut by 1% and $4900 then
desinted for the Health Sciences Center which includes
them.
April 3. 1973
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$41.000
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taied
to obtain
the 28,
affirmatwe votes admed to pM,
Fit became obvious to us
[residential
I that it
would
an night, un
we figured out a way of getting
at least
$20,500
for the
et ia lleePs alone, win
the commuters apoa."
Alan H. Fallick, who daimed
be wasone of several propoets
of the idea, said b eonined
the residential s
s to vote
"yes" on the $20,50 p
,
but was uncertain of the
commuters reaction.
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make their budget the original
$41A00.
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commuters:
either
the
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get $41,000 and the
Cosmmter Center $14,540, or
the motion and the rder would
be defeaed, leaving the residents
with
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the
commuters with
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I itW'd Flynn as
airman
T vm Mien oui: rarijamemtaran Larry Starr (let)J and Prei odni
when
dubs
were
being
Pro-temn of the Senate Brian Flynn come under questioning from one
discussed,
Dawson said, "Due to our
Flynn is a
observer of Sunday's Senate meeting.
[the commutes] u wareness
member of the football dub.
By EDWARD DIAMOND
Donovan cited the bect that,
Flynn attempted to justify his of politics, we went along with
The lengthy Senate meeting since health science students are exclusion
it. It was partially my fault. I
of
non-senators,
last Sunday, at which a final on different schedules than saying, "It expedited matters blew it."
version of the 1973-74 student
regular academic students and somewhat"
The
rest
of the pan
and "elmited
government
budget
was do not use Polity facilities as several more hours of bullshit." proceeded likedockwork, to the commuters) passed.
approved, left unanswered some much, they need funding for It should also be noted that the apparent
Poe Senator, Gary i
glee
of
many
man,
interesting
and
possibly specialized activities.
Senate, who had the collective residential
had
With
Ws. the who
earlier
tried
significant questions about the
Since the Senate arrived at a power to overrule te chair at commuters thinking that the
ersuading" mm
to go
Senate, the budget, and student figure of $4900 for health any time, consistently refused
motion
for
to $20,500
the along with the resident senate
sciences by cutting one percent
politics in general:
residential colleges meant that motion by attempting to remove
do so.
How was the total figure for of all other budgets, what action
Flynn was also reusible for
the latter were willing to get the Anefla Fano as a commuter
this year's budget arrived at? health science students and staff aranging the order in which the same
amount as the Commuter senator due to her purported
According to Polity Treasurer will take remains to be seen.
budget was discussed, leaving Center, the motion passed. But, residency in O0Neil
College,
Mark Dawson, the $490,000 Should both health sciences and
such obviously
controversial in effect, an ultimatum was commented on the resident
figure he used and eventually the AIM students wind up not
matters as the health sciences
given to the commuter block on budget ploy, "You fight games
Student Council and Senate paying student activity fees, the a I I o c a
t i o n s
a n d the next motion: approve the with games."
both accepted, was based upon budget figure of $490,000
commuter-resident allotments to
total resident college budget, or
Fasano saw it differently:
estimates
from
the would probably have to be the end, when many senators
the Commuter Center gets '"They
[the residents] played
Administration's Office of Long re-evaluated.
had turned their proxies over to
nothing.
dirty pool," she said.
Range Planning.
What is the role of the Senate other senators. Flynn claimed
he
Dawson has been quoted as parliamentarian? Although his did this
as a matter of
saying that if the students from role, in theory, is just to
"convenience,"
and stated that
the Health Sciences Center and interpret the Constitution and "it worked
out, to some
the Advancement on Individual all
other
questions of
degree.Merit (AIM students -dontpay
pantiamenfatfy procedure for the
How the residential "
eges
activities
next year, 'weare Senate,
Lawrence
Starr, Wound up getting $41,000
in a lot of trouble."
appointed as arlientarian by (approximately
$10
per
Half of that prophecy may Polity
President
Steve resident) and the Commuter
soon
be
realized.
Candy Rabinowitz, used his position
Center
getting
$14,500
Donovan, of the Student Nurses more than once to vocalize his (approximately $5
a commuter)
Association stated that if the personal positions on policy
deserves further explanation.
Senate doesn't pass the budget matters.
This happened despite many
of $6200 worked out between
This is especiallysignificant in commuters'
objections to this
the Council and the Health light of the fact that President
inequality and their apparent
Sciences Center, "'we're
going to. Pro-tem of the Senate, Brian
ability to block any motion
talk to the Administration about
Flynn, declared at the budget
preserving this inequality.
us not paying any student
Statesmn/Frank SapWlI
meeting that discussion should
According to James' Senator MARATHON: For eight hours, senatorsdebated,
argued, and finally
activities fees."
be limited only to senators.
Masall Dawer, after thefirst
passed a budget.

Economics Department Changes Raise Fears
By GARY ALAN DeWAAL
Fears expressed by some
members of Omicron Delta
Epsilon (the economics honor
society) and by a professor in
the depatent
that
the
Economies
depat
is to be
denied two "ines," or teadhing
poiios
next
year
are
Panfoude, according to Edward
Amn,
airman
of
the
Economics det
at Stony
Brook.
These fears arose amidst the
re signation
of
Robert
Lakachman,
a
renowned
professor of economics; the
temporary
failure
of
the
University to renew the expired
contract of David M. Nienhaus, a
lecturer in economics; the
termination of the contract of
Mahmoud
Rabb i,
assistant
professor of economics; and the
reduction in the number of
300-level economic courses that
i.'will be offered to students next
According to one professor in
the depbrtmet who wished to
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remain
anonymous,
the said Ames, but he added thaw
Administration "has taken two
"the Administration has not
professorships away from us for taken any action yet!" because of
the
Dext fall." This explains, be
temporary eio
in
concluded, the "reduction in the hiring."
course offerings."
The other vacancy had been
pre ipiae by the decision of
However,
Ames
discounted
this account,daiming that the
ke yachman
to
aept
a
denal of fines is only a dis
s1 Pessorship
at
temporary bu dgetary ction
College in the City
taken at the end of a fistal year. Univesity of New York. His line
He said he is "not in arms" over is not being
e
this year,
this
Ed isa
action and but, accrding to Ames, this
expected that the
administrat
action is a choice of the
would restore the positions now
department,
not a madate from
that the State
theAdministration.
Ieisature's
"I would
deliberations on the fiscal
not be in favor of
it beingfilled
9
1973-74
state
because
budget are this yearin any case,,
completed.
"it takes time to find a senior
Ames said that the problem of guy ... you just don't pick him
the
line
renewals began with the up in the woods," he said.
resignation of Lekachman and
"Professor Lelachman has
the expiaton of the contract ot been one of our most effective
David M. Nienhaus, a lecturer in
teachers. He could teach an
exciting introductory course,
economics.
our hardestteaching job.
Hiring Freze
He
Presently,
he
said,
the att-acted majors to economics,
contract of Nienhaus
provided
is up for and
a fink between us
approval. ''
odeIs
We
have and the others-iocial
recommended it be renewedI
because
of his interest in legal
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and political processes. We will Kri
M. and Professor fEteBe
this
and
aines James, to take s
ad bum
y man. There is nobody next yea.
else quite like him," said Ames.
Ames
agreed
that
the
ECoa
deparment has "to
Lekachman came to Stony do
sthe
Brook in 1965 and served as the 300leved seleCtion.He said that
chaiman
of the
n
ofeng only three courses "is
department fom 1965-68. His not the fist i i
I
e made
best known work is "The Age of and wfl not be the last." He
Keynes "publisd in 1966.
pans on et
wit memP. s
It is pary belause
of of the honor society to explore
Lekacmu n's
the situation
that ways of WU
the number of
3004evd
Ames added that "both the
econonic courses to be offered graduates
and
the
next fall will be dead
. "Law undergradae
Xfed they do not
and Economic Issues (ECO 345) have enough variety.If we were
wil probably be taken off the able to expasd the faculty just a
books because ofLe
mcan's
Mttle bit, everybody could be
leaving," Ames espa
made happy."
I Another factor contributing
RespondingF
to another action
to the shortage
of 3004evel of the Economicsdept
courses and the reduction in the Zanlkel felt that the decision to
number of sessions of basic tenminate
the contact
of
introductory economics (ECO Sakbani is unfair
because he
is a
100) to be offered is the "good
teacher."
'In
the
decision of three teachers, 1971-1972 teacher evaluation
Associate
Professor Michael booklet,Sakbani was given an
Zwe4, Director of the Economic
"A" rating for his "Inte
Research Bureau - Marvin M. Miro-Eo'ooic Meoqyv* da;ss

-

- -

-~~~~~~~~~~~~

Students Arrested for Felonies
In Two On-Campus Incidents

Crime Round-up

Two Stony Brook juniors were arrested on
campus in the post two days and 'IaId with
felonies. Stephen Cristoffersen, a James College
resident, was cIar-ed with possesson of marijuana
after two security oMfcens spotted marijuana
plants growing in his room. OtNeiLl resident
Richard R. Lane was apprehended in that college's
Snack Bar and chred withbeking and ente.
the studentbusies.
During a routine Sunday ning foot patrol
security guards noticed the p
Psowg i
seven
milk
containers
which
wee r
Cristoffersen's first floor window in Janes CoHege.
The patrolmen contacted Roy Benson, H quad
manager, at approxmately 11:30 ajm., and told
him to meet them in 15 minutes. According to
Benson, the arrest "wasn't any organized thig"
Security and Benson entered the room because
the door was left open.Theyasked Crstofferson if
it was his room and his plants and when he
answereda
ati ely the officers took both him
and the plants to the First Precinct Narcotics
Squad.
Other Plants Confiscated
The security guards also confiscated several
other marijuana plants which were in the B-2 end
hall lounge in Benedict College. They were not in
any individual's room, and no one was in the
lounge, so no one could be held responsible for the
plants. The people on the hall were not aware of
the plants being taken because ""most were at the
Grateful Dead concert in Buffalo and the rest of us
slept late," according to one of the hall residents,
Security Superisor Fred Evans, said that the
officers were "not looking for it (ma juana)*
since "it is not our policy to kick in doors or peep
in keyholes./
Eary Moning Aest
Lane, a fSequent contributor toStatIma's
Viewpoint pages, was captured with $53.24 from
the Snack Bar at about 3:30 am. yesterday

By ANDREW J. SILVERMAN
Muh25

1. A complainant said that she and her roommate spotted
eight or nine boys examining her bicycle. She summoned
Se urity, who caught the boys. Fiwe officers escorted them off
campus.

2. A green Schwinn ten-speed bicycle was stolen.
3. Three males were reported to have been hanging around
a car in the rear of Stage XII. They were given a stem warning
by an officer for their suspicious behavior and were told to
wave pus.
4. The Union manager reported that a keg of Budweiser
beer was either stolen or removed from the loading dock of
the Union.
Marh 26,

1. A female resident of Kelly reported being harassed by a
male Kelly resident. The incident proved to be a domestic
problem, for the two had been living together in the quad.
The quad manager resolved the situation;
2. An employee of Martin Mechanical construction
company reported that a padlock on his truck had been forced
open and $1011 worth of tools and equipment were removed.
3. $70 worth of tools were stolen from the telephone room
in the basement of the Chemistry building.
4. Headquarters received a report that a person nearly fell
into a hole between the Humanities and Administration
buildings. An officer responded and ordered the foreman for
Louisa Construction Company to erect a secure barrier around
the hole.
5. The Union manager reported that a certain person, after
being warned in the past not to return to the Union, did
return. Upon seeing two University Policemen coming, he fled.
successfully evading capture.
Mach 27

1. A student was arrested by Suffolk County policeman foi
hitchhiking and for an active vehicular and traffic warrant. He
had in his possession two University ID cards.

2. An officer had a 1964 Buick impounded for expired
license plates and lack of an insurance certificate.
MI

Brook

rowi
on Sunday.

&coon
ig
to Director of Security Joseph imble.
Kimblt said that Lae probablyentered through a
window as the snack bar was dosed, but was
unsure as to whether or not the wdow was
forced open.
Chuck Capone, one of the
rs of the
O0NeilSnack Bar, said
'4I don't know if it was left
owen or he broke in." He said that he was notified
early yesterday ning about the break-in.
Both Cristoffersenand Lane wereamaged in
Hauppauge
FIrst District Court yesterday.
Cristoffersen was then
d in his own custody
and must appear before the court on Thursday.
Lae
was held in $500 bail and will appear on
Wednesday.
Car Retrieved
Suffolk County Policyesterday retrieved car
a
that was stolen from the Stage XI parking lot
earlier that day onMiddle Country Road (Route
25) in Centereach. Two non-students, one a
former SUSB student, were charged with this
robbery.
\

Kelly Cafeterias May Be Closed
By DAVID
SCHWARTZ
academics at a minimum. If this
As of late last week
dagsis not done, box lnd es
be
for next semester may include a made more readily available to
rise 4n the meal plan fee for students. Commenting on the
Stony Brook students and Kelly possible increase in rates that
cafeteria.
Final
decisions might
result
from
the
regarding the meal plan are implementation of this proposal,
expected
to be announced Tatz said, "If you want
within a few weeks.
something acceptable, it has to
Th e present meal plan fee is cost more."
$240
per
semester,
and,
Students questioned tended
according to Joseph Hamel, vice to be annoyed at the possibility
president
for
finance and of Kelly cafeteria dosing and the
management,
unless
the raising of the fee. Although one
mandatory
m
eal
plan
is student shrugged it off as "just
increased to more
than
just another Stony Brook sg
ig,
freshmen, it is expected to rise another said, "It's outrageous to
to $250 or more, mainly to
nuke students walk almost- a
compensate for the higher costs half a mile to get their
meass.
of food.
The University should take it
Kelly cafeteria may or may upon itself to keep at least two
not be -closed down next cafeterias open next year."
semeste
r, according to Director
of
Food S rvicGes
George
Tatz f
because of the low
fnumber
of
1O

March 31:
1. University policemen stopped a 1966 Oldsmobile,
carrying three males. The men, ranging in age from 25 to 42,
with no apparent purpose for being on University grounds,
were escorted off campus.
2. An officer -stopped a person riding a Norton motorcycle,
and issued him four traffic tickets, two of which were for lack
of proper registration and driver's license.
April
1
1. Two officers, while on patrol in H quad, saw seven plants
growing on the window sill of a room (C107) in James College.
The plants were identified as Cannabis Sativa (Marijuana). The
occupant was arrested for possession of dangerous drugs (see
story, this page).
2. These same University policemen, on the same patrol,
walked past the second floor lounge in B-wing, and noticed
some more plants growing. The plants, later identified as
marijuana, were brought to headquarters.
April 2
1. Sixth Precinct Police came to 'hedquarte rs with a
warrant for the arrest of a subject on possession of a dangerous
drug' The suspect was picked up in the Administration
building by Suffolk County and University Police and
transported to the Sixth Precinct.
2- A car parked in the Union lot was broken into, with a
tape deck and tapes stolen. The tape deck was valued at $50.
at $1000 were stolenfrom
3. Two IBM typewriters valued
the IRC lab in South Campus. All the doors were locked on
Friday and found open this morning, which means that

students

ed

on Xthe meal

THE TOTAL KNOWN VALUE OF THE STOLEN,
DAMAGED, OR MISSING PROPERTY FOR THE PERIOD
I

INFLATION:
Joseph Hamel,
vice president for finance and
management, said that the meal
plan fee is expected to rise to
$250 or more.

Facilities

plan. Since "G and H quads have
the poorest facilities for cooking
l
.
in dorms," it is very likely that
H will be the only cafeteria
Range hoods have been on aumpus ffr a few weeks and will be
open, Tatz added. In addiion instlle as soon as one remainding instalation part is delivered.
Tabler aeawill
a and ae expected to arrive on
tentatively Dishwashers were shipped last FXday
remain oe
Because it most campus early this week, accordVing to David Fortunoff, assistant
affects them, r
nwill bedireor of Housing.
informed of the meal
a
"All but one of the
o
Iatfor the range hoods have
situation
during orentation,a
rived said Fortunoff, althoug!h he had expected them all to be
before they make their housing here by this time. Director of Hotusing Roger Phelps said that before
requests.
Maan
e hoods ican be nstalle in the sutes, a desion must be made as
Also under discs
is the to where to put them, since stutk eats do not an1use the same area to
addition of
15 a -meal ppan to the cook. As astresult, udents may bee forced to
urar-age their suites to
present1
0-meal0
or accommodate the hoods.
eelminating the 10-miea plan
According to Fortunoff, the di ishwashers should have been here a
entirely. According to Tatz, the month ago. He said, though, that ;although they will not get full use
cafeteria
may be kept open out of the dishwaers, no studen2ts have requese refunds on their
"morning, moon and night, to (25 non-meal pan, ee. He added that it s ulikely that any will be
keep I
ee
of
ad
NW
ssued.

o

someone had a key.
4. Suffolk county Police recovered a car on Route 25 in
from Stage XII.
Centereach. The car was stolen earlier today
Two nonstudents, including a former Stony Brook student,
were arrested and Charged with the theft.

IS $1456.

A Stony

Fee Hike Seen for Meal Plan,

28

1. The hood of a 1973 Duster was stolen. The owner of the
car valued the stolen hood at $150.
2. The hubcaps of a 1973 Corvette were stolen. They were
valued at $75.
3. A student was held up by three males, one wielding a
sawed-off shotgun. They stole $75.

..

ILLEGAL:

Mariiuana (above) was arrs

eP

S.IaWalledSoon-

m
v
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Blood DriveSuccess:
Some Turned Away

on Thursday
Concert
Special
Sprs
an
ec~~~:4TUESDAY
12:00 noon - --The Magic Box."
Music with Diane Sposill.
3:00-4:30 - Radio Mazine. An
audio potpourri.
3:00-Just Music.
4:00 - Uterature Hour. Readings
from the works of Poe.
produced by Joan Schindler.
4:30 - Afternoon Folk Concert,
produced byHdlne Graustark.
5:45 - News and Sports.
6:05-8:00 -Radio Magazine
8:00 - *'ThI Inner Excursion Via
Black Sound."' Music with Valerie
Porter.

11:00 - Must Music. 2:00 mIdngt
- *'The Pandemonium Shadow
Show."
Cowings.

... -

:
:

::

at

Summares

8:00.

9:00

and

10:00.

Kabul Kitchen-Take II.
10:05 Music wfth Norm Prussln
12:15 p.m. - YGreat Fried Shrimp
BaNs." Music with Larry Levine.
Radio Mazlne. An
2:30-4:30 audio potpourri. .4:30 - Afternoon Classical Concert.
produced by Glenn Schrleber.

. . ----- ---=

:

Ralph

WEDNESDAY
7X00 a.m. - MusIC with Jim Wiener.
With Headlines and Sports at 7:30,
8:30. and 9:30; and News

stam-man/marin u. manamu
Four hundred fifty seven pints of blood were colld
Stulent Stood Drive in e
during the semi-nu
yetda
gym. The event was spansored by the Greater New York
a.
BloodP
wo we turned away, as well as those who
ThoSe peb
were unable to donate yesterday, will be able to give blood at
the facuty blood drive.on April 12. For information on this
drive, call Arie at 7387.

: T

with

Music

7

.

-

.

-

-'

.. '

'd-

i

b:45 - NOWs and Sports.
6:05-JJust Music.
6:30 -"Friendly Unce Phil.""
9:30 - "Town Hall Meeting of the
Air."
10:30-Just Music.
11:00 - News and Sports.
11:20-Just Music.
"The
midnight
12:00
Shadow Show."
Pandemonium
Music with Ralph Cowings.
THURSDAY
7:00 a.m. - **Kud's Moods." Music
with Paul Kudish with Headlines
and Sports at 7:30. 8:30. and
and News Summaries at
9:30;
8:00.9:000 and10:00.
Uster
with
Music
10:05
H
an-ow*.
12:15p.m. - "For Neurotics Only."
Music with Fran Porretto.
2:30 - Afternoon Classics.
3:30-JustMusic.
4:15 - Afternoon Jazz Concert.
produced by Paul Kudish.
S:45 - News and Sports.
6:05-8-00 - Radio Magazine. An
audio potpourri.
6:05-Just Muskc.
7:00 - Radio Theatre.Mastwson's
Holiday Man. and Beaumont's
Last Caper." are among
*
theselections featured
Environmental
7:30 -*Tapestry."
Forum
produced by Bruce
00 -:

-

.;m
-

:::

-
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: .:

i: -
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-
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The Grateful
BROADCAST:
DeWd appear on WUSB on
Thursday.
Stiftd.
8:00
-CONCERTS
AT
STONY
THE
SE R IES.
BROOK
GRATEFUL
DEAD AND THE
NEW
RIDERS;
PLUS
THE
ROLLING STONES (RECORDED
IN ENGLAND).
11:00 - News and Sports.

11:20-Just

Music.

12:00 midnight Kleinman.

Musc

with Gary

FRIDAY
Music with John
7:00 a.m. With
Headlines and
Sarzynski.
Sports at 7:30, 8:30, and 9:30;
and News Summaries at 8:00 9:00
and 10:00.
10:05 - Music with Gary Kleinman.
Music with Mikts
12:15 p.m. Bennett.

*F

Kcnanqe

Last year, in New York City
alone, 7 nursing nuns made
6,322 patient visits. Not in hospitals. but in the patients' own
homes. Fantastic? Not at all.
Not for the Dominican Sisters of
the Sick Poor. Ever since they
were founded in 1876. the Sisters
have been doing the impossible
daily.
Long before there were relief
aigencics or visiting nurses. the
Dominican Sisters were dedicated
to nursing the poor in their own
homes thus keeping the families
together.
Today, the Dominican Sisters of
the Sick Poor are still on the job.
Although their primary work is
still in nursing, it has been expanded to include social work,
physiotherapy, dietetics, and almost all health related professions. Each woman has her own
skill, her own special ability to
offer. In this Order, which is
small in size, there is both freedom and flexibility.
Yet the Sisters ae not merely

*:

:

:

::-I
::

::

l

Sed us any Damno disk
plus 25¢C11el send you
a comlee set of 13.

visiting nurses but religious

:

*:
:

.7^::
:

Freak out your dorm-mates with your collection of Dannon tops.
Arrange them on your walls, your desk, your Levi jacket, your
girlfriend (or boyfriend-we're not out to offend Women's Lib).
More than a fad, it's an aesthetic experience that gives lasting
a
significance to a transitory gastronomical sensation.
So pry one top from a Dannon cover, and post it to us witha mere
25¢. We'll send you a set of all our 13 colorful flavors.
Our motive is ulterior, but our cause is just. Remember Dannon is
the natural yogurt-no artificial anything. Mail to Dannon
Milk Products, 22-1-1 38th Avenue, Long Island City, XSY+ 1 101.-
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nurses who think of their patients,
not as cases, but suffering members of the Mystical Body of
Christ who need, even beyond
material and physical help, the
healing unction of Christ's love.
Tolkarn bow you can serve as a
Dominican Sister of t{e Sick Poor
write to:
Sser Marimerhe MitchbeN,
Vocation sector
Room 104
MariandalcOssimninN.Y. 10562
OM
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HUDEP Seeks Student Affairs Office Revisi
By CHRIS CARTY
Frstration,
and
isolation
the
University Student Affairs staff
as ecribed
by the Repsearc
Group for Human Development
and
Educational
Policy
(HUDEP), inAhd
its
report on
Unitrsity life.
HUDEPhas
also made 11

the University community.
This latest report, the result
of the analysis of 25% returns on
questionnaire
19-page
a
distributed to the entire Student
Affairs professional staff last
spring, is the last of a three-part
the
by
completed
series
campus life.
on
Research Group
It will be distributed to the
University community within
three weeks.

toward

_ecommendationgeared

eaiishingImsuniform University
educail

and

sodal

goals,

uniting a divided Student Affairs
staff,
and
deepening
and
broadening
the capacity
and

The group has
of
vom
prehensire
a
Student Affairs staff goals, an
of two
explicit recognition
services,
departmental
administratve and helping, by
reation of a sepate
the
"helping
lopmental unit'."
man and
on
staff
ansfes, a "consumer" or
student feedback system, a
review of hiring and personnel
altered pro
policies,
policies, and a staff development
program.
Criticisms
The research group has
a long series of
delneated
shortcomings.
departmental
Iigest on its list of criticisms is

depth
a lack of profesi
among staff and a "laissez faire
acterized
staffing patter"
positions"t
as "simply
a staff.ff.
an 'bding
ratherth
The study doesn't fault the
office for shallow professional
experience more than just
describing the typical staff
ard
members as being "young
just starting their careers."*
"They come to their work,
with a 'concern' for
...
ksiadesm ad-desire to help
shape a better edai
environment, but with little
or
training
professional
experience."
The report deals with office
between
distinction
and
dtypes"
administrative
staff. Here the
i
helpin
group
s
evere
disparities. Adminstrators spend
10% or less of their time with
students, do not desire to
increase that time and about half
wish to decrease it. Instea,
ministrators would prefer
increased time spend on program
by
helpers,
planning. Me
contrast, spend almost of their
working time in '"frquent,

iO.

infomalconactwith students,09
and feel confident in that
helping situation.
IslationM

Also stressed in the report is a
isolation of
remoteness and near
Student Affairs staff members
from the rest of the University;
a partial cause of its bad
possibly
image. "'Staff seldom interact
or
with students, facuty
other than cose
admin
clleagusesexcept on functional
issues," says the report. While
find relations
e
staf me professional
other
with
they are
,satisfing,
g
At the same
.
notsim
, this
time, the report
is
intfra-office oomp ancy
efeferable
to
a
perceived
existence "in an alien and at
times hostile land."
Staff members are similar to
and faculty(e
studen
in the first two reports) in their
disillusionment, disappointment,
anddissatisfIction, according to
the report.They, too, came here
expecting to participate in the
a new University,
sbapiog of
expecting able students, high
cultural
ability,
leadership

CRITICAL: Joseph Katz was
one of the directors of the
many
HUDEP study criticizing
aspc of the Student Affairs
O ffice.

of
a sense
opportunities,
capable
and
community,'
colleagues. In addition, like the
other two groups, they feel most
a
of
lack
the
acutely
community.
report strongly
The 30-ge
emphasizes the "need of the
leadership, the opportunity to
the
and
skills,
develop
involvement in the University,
their
transform
will
that
(student affairs staff) potential
into a staff of professionals."

I

TWO
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE
PROGRAMS
IN BUSINESS

SB Landscaping to Begin
shugas
flowenn

*M.BJL
*M.S.

flowering shrubs, gmas,

By BETTE FRIEDMAN
may
grounds
Landscaped
soon become more than just a
Brook.
Stony
at
dream
According to Ronald Siegal,
assistant executive vice president
and acting director of safety,
-

-===-N

Accounting

I

ABORTION

Write today for details
of these truly innovative

!

yptigu

acmlse

lwrb

flowers,

be accomplished by putting up

hedges with benches near them,
and kiosks to display notices will
" get some color back into a
very, very dull place."
Siegal explained that the
ground crews are starting in a
small way.Landscaping is going
to be done inclusters or sections

small concrete blocks with
locked chains between them
whenever there is easy access to
the area by cars, the key being
obtained only through Security.
In addition, a barricade by the
Union is going to be put up
soon, but no date has been set.

of thecampus, so if one can't be

Plans

Chaues Wagner, director of
done, the cluster could wait
Planning, is working on
Facilities
cluster
Each
year.
next
the
until
_progframs______ ___«__
Free PlacemetI
nished before work a series of plans for the campus,
wflt be
but bidding on these plans has
Namc
begins on anothercluster.
not been completed. A new
Tin
CONTROLLED
Presently, the soil by the ESS fiscal year begins Monday and
PARENTHOOD
logging with a friend is a fun
and Biology buildings is being it's a "gamble on how much
Suie 55
tilled and no cars except for the money we receive to work
way to exercise, and keeping
working crews are allowed to go with,"' aCcording to Siegal. He
in shape always seems easier
St.
72nd
200
W.
Iam interested in details about:
.s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
there. The area between the also added that Joseph Diana,
with good company
N.Y.
N.Y.C+,
Chemistry and Physics building vice president for finance and
in
Acunting
D
Ig
UIS
C
along. So you don't
595-4220
management and Joseph Hamel,
will be dosed off, "probably
Coll___________
want to give up even
vice president and
next week," according to Siegal. stat
day's run, and
one
- N.Y.C. Medicaid Accepted
The soil has to be tilled two or business manager, are working
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Stae Unios of
Free Pmg Test
certainly not several days due
and hard to look for money to
raeed
times,
thre
A NON PROFIT
to your period.
New York at Albany
fertilized, before April whenpurchase plants.
ORGANIZATION
Nw York 1
A
When asked about previous
start.
,wi
grass seeding
That's why you should
I
Siegal hopes to gradually efforts to beautify the campus,
depend on the protection of
-u~u~u~iwwiM~uuuum~u»»MU~u~m^^»UUU^^ii^Mmaw extend landscaping activities Siegal said, "The ground crews
Tampax tampons. Because
down the center mall and get discouraged easily because
they're worn internally,you'll a
GRADUATE SOCIAL WORK STUDENTS
proposes to make it impossible much of what has been done has
been upset by construction."
feel completely comfortable.
for cars to drive there. This wi

Mg
hmodleasy

-

- f

-

-

--

g
i

When the tampon is properly
in place,you won't even know
it'sthere. And you'll be free
to keep up with your jogging.
Active lives demand reliable
internalsanitaryprotection.
So is it any wonder that more
women in more countries
around the world turn to
Tampax tampons?

j.

Prepare now for the N.Y. St. Ceified Social Work
ad work
Examination. Two Bhghly
in
course
prepatoy
intense
an
cnduct
educators
other
and
Workbook
a
provide
We
City.
New York
g
Din
mateials For iformation wrte
Associates, 391 Hall Court, South Orange, NJ.
07079.
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The Puerto Rican Sludent Organization
will be Holding Ut second annual
Boricuo weekend April 6-7-8
H

Political, Cultural and Social Events
For info. call P.R.S.O. office 246-8395

ProfessorSlobokin will speak on

"BASTARDS IN ISRAELT
A RABBINICAL RULING"
Wed. April 4

I

I
I AD

Ws«
ONLY eV Bn=|
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meat during the week of April 2 - April 9;
a
therefore the the Bffetena Cafetera & Knosh
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\Town Hall |
|Meeting |
of the Air

T^he SB Union will be supporting the boyott on
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i-wilot be-seng

In i place the Krom ship

will be offering Cheese, Twan Salad, Lobster Salad, '
Shrimp Saad & Peanut Buter & Jely Sandwiches. !
The Buffeteria & Cafeteriawil be offering
similar alternatives to meat mealsk
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7bwed of the AOg price of meat? We are now currying Mhe new Worthmgton Mmnof.
high-protein meat substitutes made from pure mpgtabies. Taste just like nea". Asong the
productsame:

Soyameat- textured protein chunks. Real

820 AM
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tihan real

Makces ower 3'Spouds Myc chae
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Satces - real sasa
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like flavor.
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HOT TUNA
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STONEGROUND
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is holding a

RAFFLE

25¢

for

ts SR-10

Monday April 30

I

Drawing by Dean J. Truxal
-Get

I

Tickets.Now--

Union Lobby -

.. ,oItIt

t

andIne

-t t}every

shoal in be heath pre

I

Saturday April 7
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12:00 Noon<0dEng. 301
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sAB PRESENTS

M_

qmlq

ELECTRONIC SLIDE RULE
CALCULATOR
Texas Inrum

I
b
J....JLJF-jum -WNW W,..

-

-WP -w

(Enginewing Honor Socwty)

And many, many more!!!

p.m.
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N.Y. Omicron Chapter of-TAU BETA PI

Granburger -protein granules with flavor like beef. Use like Fvund beef.
---

_

- ,"

hickenflavor.
-

{

If you're a concerned strdent, why not
cal up (6-7901 or 6-7902) and speak out
on "Town HaU Meeting of the Air,"
Wednesday at 9:30 p. mn

school must be in to the Bookstore by April 6th.
_ _ _ __

The
Polity Budget
Has Been Passed

_:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WEI

I
I

7:30 & 11:30 PM

I

GYM Others a4.50

Students $1.00
MM
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Sunday April 8
CURTIS- MAYFIELD
and

THE PERSUASIONS

.I
I
I
I

If a steady salary of $400 a
month and paid-up tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarships just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical, osteopathic, dental,
veterinary, podiatry, or optometry school, or are working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We make it easy for you to

7:30 & 11:30
Students $1.00

GYM

Others $4L00

complete your studies. You're
commissioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the program, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
during each year you will be

'11
S

Page 8
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on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your academic schedule
requires that-you remain on
campus, you stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fair.Basically, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarship with either the Army,
Navy or Air Force, and know
that upon entering active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in keeping with your
pIrofessional training.
The life's work you've chosen foryourself requires long,

hard, expensive training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some help. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience for more detailed
information.
Amed Fore- SePalarsip
C-CN-43
Box A
U*ive)l City. Texa
UI"
I dexire informatlon for tke following

Nrgame____________

sac. ^see.

CityO
St~t
E

o

.p-W print)

____
_
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-----------.-.___r

1

""r. " "

---

To wn~raute in--

«Ci5

I Month)

Date to( birth

(Mon)

*PDltetry nua*Tbila

;

___

AY««r)
(Da)y

-*Year)

Air FoeWrnurt.

IDwrc)

^^
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1964 MGB white convertible

PERSONAL
COMMUNlTY-Are you Interested In
being
open
and
honest
with
yourselves
and
other
people?
BEING?
Relating
In
a
living
situation? , . .Were thinking of a
community on campus . . . everyone
interested
in
exploring
the
Implications of this Ad call Mltchdll
648221, 2 or Ellyn 6-3428.

FIAT SHERRY Tel Room Cor 36
Lot 39 Please Return or Reply TOW

Tony

RIDERS &/or SKIERS wanted to
Colorado April 6-21. Call Danny
Days 6-7680, nights 6*6346.
MUSICIANS! Cash for used amps,
Hammond Organs, LeMss, pianos,
eectric

Pianos,

Guitars,

Bass. CaH

FOR SALE
1968 CORVE TE COUPE blue
427/390 t automatic
sideexcellent
pipes
G60/15,
glss
"ated
condtion. $3000. 58655530.

'71 LES PAUL custom Mint, with
case before noon, after six till 2 a.m.
6470. Roland.
. .
CLAM RAKES; two 20 tooth sand;
one 20 tooth mud- one 24 tooth
stainless stee. Call 43-8178 eves.

USED
R EFRIGERATORS
&
Furnire at low prices. See large
display at County Used Furniture
Exchange, 1522 Main St., Port Jeff
Sta., N.Y. 928-4498, eves 473-6238.
20%4"
DISCOUNT every brand
stereo
equipment.
Consultation
gladly given. We will undersell any
d"er. Get bet quote then call us.
Sekbn HI-Ft, 732-7320 10-10 p.m.

0-76
FILM -DEVELOPER
REPLENISHER
.85gal.
Hypo
gal. LUrry
Clarn Agent $.50 per
43"9, 3690, or 6820.

4 peces;
6
DRUMS LUDWIG:
n
Zlldjian
cynbals, all cae
acssoIes. call M. Fredt 6-754
8333, excelent condition.

FENDER JAZZ MASTER GUITAR
Pro CBS. Red. Good condiion, had
shel ca. Cali Dennis 473-6178.

TI RED OF. BEING RIPPED OFF?
Join young consawer organization.
Discounts on everything! Call Tom
212-268-4681 keep trying.
SURGE
TUBE
LURE
KIT
Complete kit makes ten 12 Inch 2 ABORTION
AND
ADOPTION
ASSISTANCE INC. A nonvprofit
hook
surge
lures.
Instructions
organization. Pregnancy tests free to
Included. Only $5.95 + tax. Send
check or M.6. to: P&M Sporting students. Pregnancy termination in
Goods, Box 631, E. Setauket, N.Y. accredited facilities - low cost. For
1 1733:
help
with your probems call
4845660.
HELP FIGHT INFLATION wear
HAVE IBM ELECTRIC will type
r-cyced clothes Jeans $2/$2.50,
Flannels $1,
reports manuscripts theses, resumes,
meim Jackets p .50
Leather suede boots, alpines miltar
etc. Cal Joan 549-3762.
"Look of the 40's", children's
babyws, ladles cloth"g. Get It o a
COUNTY MOVING & STORAGE
"'Rags to Riches'
891 Middle CO. Local and long distance. Packing
material stocked. Crating and export
Country Rd Selden, I mile east of
work done. Reasonable rates. Short
Nicls Rd.1698-3524. notice service. Free estimates. Call
DIRT CHEAP Concord Mark IX
928-4498 or 473-8238.
Oolbyized cassete dock. List $315
only $160. Steve 7308.
AUTO REPAIRS tune-ups, bra
&ol, an
exhaust, shocks gr
STONY BROOK STEREO returns other epairs. ath t dbsnt rat".
with unbeatable pris on ALL CaH-JC at 244205 or 6.
Brands ALL moddls, call LEN at
WANT TO TRAVEL anywhere,
24&7318.
anytime at the lowest avaioble
USED WOLLENSAK 4760 DOLBY
prices? No fee, call MItch 6-6301.
CASSETTE DECK. Asking $1S0 or
bst. offer. Call Stony Brook Stereo SPEED READING can Improve your
social Intercourse and your academic
at 6-7318.
career. Under$4per lesson with your
VEGETARIAN WOMAN looking for 1D card. Study skills too. Learning
the same to share room In Tabler Foundations, 724-5445.
next semester. Jlll 862-8766.
TRIUMPH
GT6
1968
HELP-WANTED
good
condition 48,000 mi. wire wheels
asking $i100. Call elicia 64987 PART TIME unlimited earnings on or
off campus. Work your own hours,
become part of a young, growing
organization
to preventing
QUALITY
USED
PAPERBACK
BOOKS all subjects sold at %koriginal consumer rip-offs!. Call Consumer
21 2-275-3357
or
price (Weabuy and trade paperbacks, Power
212-268-461 evenings.
too.) Also, Macrame supplies beds,
handcrafted vew" 10emrb
0M0
a
e
Good Times 150 E. Main St., Port
Jefferson. 928-1664. open 11 azm.
LOST & FOUND
Mon-St.
VOLKSWAGEN
for $660. To A 10 SPEED yellow Atalba was stolen
appreciate the TLC this VW has on Saturday, 3/24, from Building A
recelved, you should see and drive M. in Stage XlI. It Is my only means of
transportaton an
I have no money
4-2267 or 4-243.
torepae It. All Information will be
cosnfidental.
Reward.
Contact
ood

condition. The car for spring. Asking
$450. Call Jack 6-435O.

,dedated

SERVICES

CERTIFIED
ELECTROLYSIS
GRADUATE
Fellow Electrolysis
Society of America,
re mended
byphyscbans. Free consolation, nw
campus Ruth Franl 751-886

LOST
3/27
Diamond
shaped
Hamred
slver pin made In
Norway. Lost near parking kit L or
4
S237S.

GRAY
&
WHITE
STRIPED
FEMALE CAT very pregnant lost in
Tabler Roth area. 6-784.

NOTICES
TRYOUTS for Varsity Cheerleaders
wHI be hold on May 3. Clinics will
begin on April, 3, 6 p.m., Women's
Gym. For Into call Carla 246-785.
BOYCOTT MEAT! We dperately
ned volunteers to picket and leaflet
supermarkets during National Moat
Boycott Week. Call Suffolk Citizens
for Consumer Protection, 10-2 p.m.,
724-6161-2

_____

If you are Interested In planning or
particIpating I a Kit*-Flying conte
on April 29 or if you have any Ideh
on how to run one, caN 6-7107 or set
Robin In SBU 275.
A COOKING/BAKING group Is
being sarted In SBU with ll sorl of
cullwy possblites to participate In.
interetd? Call 6-7107 or sign up In
SBU 275.
Senior Master Edmar Mednis wHI
lecture and gie a simultaneous chess
echibition In James Coliege on Wed.
April 4, 6:30 pnm.
specaors
wiconvm
PARENTS1 Commuter Center now
has Inexpensiw daytime babysittin
service on campus. Call 246-774
MOn-Fri, 11-5 for information.
SBU sponsors bridge tounMnt
Tues.
p.m.. _asen Pois ghe
All
eome
$1 fe
eacb
night, room 2k6.
Brothers and sisters, there will be a
geneal
eng
ot Bdack Students

United evry Wed, 6 p.m. Lee. 102.
Your
nce
pt
Iaon Is
of vital
pae
to th v al of
the Black
cop
community.
"Dlvidd We Fail."
_____
Fe"

ISRAELI dn
g for b_
S
Wed., 7:30 p.m., James Co .
ISRAELI dancing Thurs., a p.m.,
Langmuir lounge.
All Invited! Port Jefferson Montrl
School Annual Open House. Film:
*'Room to Learn." Wed. 4.
pm.,
Gram Pre0byterlan Church. 425 E'
nsi, M., Setdpn. 47Xb921.

April 3, 1973

The deadline for sumeer

aU

a d

1973 Idpnet
Study ppals,
which mu
folw te
_
guideline, Is 4J12.
'de lulddenes
available in t
U e
Studies Office. Libr. 30
students should also consultM
Selvin (ext. 246-3432).
TUTORING
for frsmenn and
sopIM
res In physc cedaistry
and
calculus.
Spond
by
Engineering Honor Socl TAU
BETA Pl.
O11frion
at 4903 of Gy

.at 7308.

Anyone Intered In working for this
years Sprlng F
l
429)
Commiutr Center sp4,onsonb
to w
Slethw
4Co=

includes
$8O50
ticket,
transportation. Tickets on sol

adance at Comnut_

Coeg.

C

Cnter Gra

sonly.

Oldies Dance kv the main loung of
Beeict colle
Frd,
4g, 9

p~m.

Want to tanl with anoter woman
birth control? PregnaIcy?
Abortion? Were a grop of women
available at the inflrmaryroomn 235.
Mon. 10-1 p.m. 810 pm. Tu 2-4
p.m., 6-10 p.m. W
5 p.m
Thurs. 9:30-12:3 pem 2:3s 9 pm
All informatn Is conhmm. No
records are kept.

about

The annual sn
Show will b hd

oed
^Tuss

Pm in the pool. Eyone
Philosophy:
conseng

,

Awi
4A,

Invd,

aor -' and students

Phil. mnor,

informaon

meetin Jn Physks 249 at 3:30 pin.,
We. 47W."

Esotric

Class

discussions on the a

lectures

and

wtm.

Tues. 8 pPm.. SB 2V7. $1 - all
The 1ist of tudents eligible to
Pro-reglsr for BOTH Education
Methods and Student Teaching will
be posd outside SS-& "2
and
SURGE H-153 starting Thursday
3/29/73. If your name does not
apper, contact Mr. Ray Imnedbately
since studets wIos narnes appe r
will be te only one permitted to
mlt

for thm
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~Smith

Haven Mall

(Next to Food of AlU Nations in Mall)

H
II

IFilm., Cameras,
fComaplete Darb&Aoo
~supplieso
\f

"arts

service

hs

M4-F 8-5
Sat. 9- 1

A-F 8-5

Develop

IW

l

B~rantds o f'Fim

\
*

~~-Alm-

ISereos and Hfeadsets
Coudtey Trisprtation to & fromcaps

100% Guaratee*

^***********^*i-***

* * M19

**6*9**964MMM

What more can we say?
The dealer quarantees 100% to repair or replace the engine - transmission - brake system - rear axle front axle assemblies -electrical system for 30 days or 1000 miles, whichever comes first.

72 Pontiac Lemans

66 V.W. Squareback

factory air, radio, roofrack

Light Blue, radio. whitewail tires.

69

32 dor

hardtop

Best Buy

inc

elm,

voksiva

1395 RTE. 112

red beauty

Radio/Heater

P/S

Dark Green, ex. cond.

efferson

II.ML

Pontiac Lemans

Volkswaen
Beetle66

69 Volkswagen
Beetle

PORT JEFFERSON STATION

Sale IsStilO

928,3800

^M^N^X^^X^H^N^N^II^>1^>I^M^H^»^>»<^^^^^^^^^^^^^N^H^>^X^H^^^^^~~~~~~P

This Weelkis, Specials

I

Fr Guys & Chickes

*I
BULK FILM LOADER

KONICA AUTO-

H & W CONTROL FILM

(LLOYD)

T REFLEX

(Grainless B & W)

$3.95

$229.95

NOW IN STOCK

w/ F 1.8 LENS

Try A Roll

w/purchase of bulk film

STDN

\

(et To Hills)
THREE VILLAGE PLAZA
-RTE. 25A, E. SETAUKET - 751-7997

{
^

DICON

Master Charge &

Bankamericard

R.U. Naked - open til 9 on
Thurs. & Fri.
630 Middle Country Rd. Hills Plaza Selden, N.Y. 11784

^tw~~~~~tay CAMERA~~~~~~~
EXPERT
REPAIRS

ith Taste

Mod Syes

LIBERAL
TRADE-INS

TT1" ******"*"""**************************
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The Won-an's Center is open daily. Come 'to

I

Union room 060 to talk, read., and find out what

I

i

the Center is about. Our staffing hours vary so a
I'dA

tos"eon the door.

weekly schedule is

-..angn our na-- eo ;j

e

butdo our stie.

»
>

2

Alwomien are invited'.
I

The Womn'ns Center
Union Rm.060 246-3546
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.Char oal

TOB1

Rte 25A

Hou~sel
Where the H-Burgers
Are Served Super.
YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT OUR FINE
M SERVED DAILY AT LOW PRICES.
iPLETE FOUNTAIN AND TAKE OUT

}

r.

p- - -

STATESMAN

IE
VIC

S

E.. Setauket

ROAD SERVICE

10%

Stuadent DiIscount
on itpair
Upon presentation of student L.D.

K v I S-r-.

Open Daily 6:30 ajmL to 10:00 p~m. - Closed Sna
Rt 26A Setauket, N.Y. 751-9624
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Rally eists Hit the Dusty Trail
By PAMELA I. KOL1N
The first rallye of this season for
the Stony Brook Sports Car Club
was a huge success. Forty-five cars
entered, and 33 finished. The route
proved to be challenging and many
participants will remember one hill
in particular, which most drivers
executed
with
dosed
eyes,
beckoning to higher sources for
greater torque.
The raflye consisted of six legs,
the first of which was discounted
because of the courtesy of the Head
of the Harbor police. Apparently
they are not fond of seeing 45 cars
irding Rhododendron Road like a
wagon train. Some drivens, fearing
harassment,
turned off their
headlamp- and ripped masking tape
numbers off their cars. More
unfortunate drivers were threatened
with tickets and asked to leave the
village at town speeds.
First place was taken by driver
Dave Lawson and navigator Holly
Lambert in the inimitable Renault
10, which most remember as the
"bug-squasher." Second place went

to Joe Lowy and Rich Alper in a
Capri. Third place went to driver Al
Cabelly, the club's past president,
and navigator Paul Levine in the
remainder of an Opel Kadett.
Honorable mention goes to the
fourth place team, Mike and Jeanne
Conlon.
Lawson, who just returned from
a year in Europe, has been honored
by an offer of a Renault 15 for an
upcoming rallye, from a local
dealer.
The
sports car dub has
traditionally held several rallyes and
at least one gymkhana during the
sping termd This year, carnival
weekend
promises
a
rallye,
gymkhana, and parade.
The gymkhana is a slalom around
pylons to be negotiated by one
driver. This is where skill in driving
counts most and many new
entrants win be pleasantly surprised
to find just how well they can
handle their cars. Trophies are
awarded for "best time of day" and
for "best in class" for those classes
with a sufficient number of
entrants. Cars, not drivers, must fall

into certain dasses because they are
all not physically capable of the
same
handling
features. Rest
assured, -driver of a 1962 Buick
Mlectra, you will not be asked to
compete against the driver of a
Lotus Buropa.
The parade requires entrants to
decorate their cars, and trophies are
awad
in several
ers
Psumably, a that is required for
this event is a car and a whole lot of
imagination. Even entrants willing
to hold two healampD,
two
taillamps, and run down a street
yelling, "beep," will not be turned
away.
The sports car dub got off to a
slow start this year, but it's
members are optimistic that the
end of the semester will see many
satisfied
rallyeists.
Anyone
interested in joining the dub and
discussing future po sib"ilies, or
just to secure a much needed driver
or navigator, should attend a
general meeting of the sports car
dub on Wednesday, April 4, at 7
pjm., in the first floor lobby of the
ESS building.
k

Crew Team Prepares for Combat

THE VARSITY CREW, spurred by an exceptional training program, opens againstDrexel on Saturday.

By ROGER SMffH
Stony Brook crews have been subject to problems of
weather conditions and rough water for a long time.
Both can severely curtail a training program, specifically
time on the water and stroke progression. However, this
year has been marked by unusually calm andflat water,
to the extent that this season may be the most successful
ever experienced by the oarsmen.
Coupled with the fine weatherir the unusually early
start which coach Paul Dudzick has incorporated into
the training program. The crews went out on the water a
full three weeks sooner than last year, resulting in nearly
triple the amount of time on the water as compared to
previous seasons. The optimism generated by this
situation is manifested in the attitudes expressed by the
team about the first race.

The season has traditionally begun with a race against
Drexel, a tough school which recruits and rows on a flat
river on a year-round basis. It has always been said that
beating Drexel is a possibility, but this year, people have
been saying things like, "I'm sure we can beat them"
(Ray O'Hara, varsity stroke). The race is scheduled for
Saturday, and will be held on Port Jefferson Harbor.
The varsity boat has already reached the first plateau
in thetaining schedule. The whole crew is strong and
capable to the extent that only minor problems need be
solved before really serious interval training can begin.
The junior varsity has one of the largest second boats
ever put out by this school, and is greatly benefited by
Don Merz, a third-year oarsman who is rowing stroke.
His experience undoubtedly will emerge as a telling
factor in the development of his crew.

Intramurals
with

Charles Spiler
I
I

I

"Where is Ted Krzyzanowski?" is what the rest of his
Garbge teammaes were asking after an 82-55 loss to
the Spirit of 72. Andrew Simmons (21 points), Wibur
Jakson (20), and Howie Butler (18) held Steve
Nastasiuk (18) and the rest of GarbaOg in heck foar the
victory.
The New 5, led by Roger Howard's 23-point
performance, downed the Runners (the only super
league team not in the playoffs), 6945. Dennis Witt
connected for 11 points to pa the Runners.
Undefeated ILC1 defeated previously unbeaten ILA1
in overtime, 47-44. Joel Klinman pumped in 18 points
for the victors, and Rich Schnoll netted 15 points for
ILA1. Both teams have lready been selected to
represent their league in the playofft.
Tim Robertson's 15 points paced ILC2 to a 5747
triumph over ILD1. ILD1, led by Chasie Lebowitzs 22
points, shot zero for ten from the foul ine, a good
representation
of the agony they experienced
throughout the game.
Benedict-Amnmnn
Curt Appel and Al Trachtenberg combined for 35
points in sparking RBB2 over OAC3, 57 -34. Bob Allen
managed 19 points for OAC3.
OACI's Dan Gross and Barry Perlmutter each tallied
21 points, but RBEO's Gary Mittler (30 points), Jay
Schiller (20), and Joe Fearon (12) enabled RBEO to gain
the 78-54 victory.
Roth
In what was expected to be aclose game for the Roth
championship, GGA2A3 rolled over formerly unbeaten
WMB2B3C3, 90-51. Paul Hausman sunk 18 points for
still playoff-bound WM, while Jeff Goldberg (22 points),
Kent Bukowski (20), and Mike Nelson (20) proved
GGA2A3 is still number one in Roth.
Kelly-O'Neill
Although HM3A3A led at the half, 29-24, EOG1 was
not to be discouraged, as Bob Berzak popped 28 points
to lead EOG1 to a 54-52 finish. John Dulski hit 15
points for the Kelly losers.
Late League
EPOA1B2B wrapped up the late league crown in
downing EOF3, 67-51. Mike Mann pumped in 21 points
while teammates Bruce Podrat and Paul Plust chipped in
with 16 and 12 points, respectively. Sheldon Peltz
netted 24 points and Bob Scripps added 13 in
attempting to spark EOF3.

-Playoff

Games

Tuesday, April 3
6:30Pm. LB2A2B vs. WMB23C3
7:30 pam.
FD2B3B vs. RBB2
Wednesday, April 4
4:00 pm. Spirit of 72 vs. Hammetts
5:00 pm. Garbage vs. Blisters
6:30 pjm. First Bracket Hall Semifinals
7:30 pm. Second Bracket Hall Semifinals
8:30 pm. First Bracket Independent Semifinals
10:00 pm. Second Bracket independent Semifinals
Thursday, April 5
6:30 pin. Hall Finals
7:30 pm. Independent Finals
Monday, April 9

Final I-M Basketball Standings
Independent
Mucopolys
Blisters
Hammetts
Statesman
Bums
Ralf*
Lames

Super League
Spirit of 72 6-2
Garbage
5-2
3-4
New 5
1-7
Runners

Late League**.
EPOA1B2B
6-0
EOF3
4-2
HJA2
4-2
EOEO*
4-2
Stage XII ACD*
1-5
0-6
EP1A2A*
EOF1I*
0-6
-

A
5-1
5-1
5-1
2-4
2-4
2-4
0-6

Independent B**
Underdogs
Glutz
Mama Waldes
Time
Optimals
Nads*
Ajax*
I

5-0
5-1
3-2
3-3
3-3
0-6
0-6

Roth**
GGA2A3
WMB23C3
GGB2B3
JHC123
GGAOlBl
WWB2B3
JHD2
JHA123B12*
WMA123*

8-0
7-1
6-2
5-3
3-5
3-5
3-5
0-8
0-8

*Forfeited out of
league.
**Because
of
double
forfeits,
totals do not add
up correctly.

Tabler
FD2B3B
TD1B3A
TD2B3B
FD1AIB
TD1A2A
LH2A
LH2B3B
FD2A3A

6-1
6-1
5-2
5-2
2-5
2-5
1-6
1-6

Langmuir-James
ILC1
9-0
ILA
8-1
HJC1
7-2
ILC2
5-4
ILA3
5-4
HJC3
4-5
HJD2
4-5
IHJD 1
2-7
ILD
1-8
ILD3*
0-9

Keliy-O'Neill
EOG1
6-1
LB2A2B
5-1
EOG3
6-2
HM1AlB
5-3
W61B2B
4-3
HM3A3B
2-5
EP3A3B
2-5
JS1A1B
3-5
HM2A2B
0-8

Benedict-Ammann
RBB2
9-0
RBEO
7-2
OAC1
6-3
RBA1
.6-3
OAA2
5-4
OAA1
4-5
OAC3
4-5
RBB3
3-6
RBBOB1*
1-8
RBE2*
A-9
-

*
-

Statesman/Gary Klieinman

INTkAMURAL BASKETBALL PLAYOFF ACTION is
now in full swing.
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Big Little Man Prevails; Batmen Drop Tw<)
Ieft fielders orae ou:. Mike Carman lboked at a third
stnike; two out. Steve AvYEno pinch hit for Ryba, who
baid that he wag tired. Amiano fouled t the fist
basman, and the game went into extam inningswin.
For Ryba, there would be no opening day
After hurling seven innings of four-bit, scvreles ball
while striking out 11 and walking only one (Widrick), he
had nothing to show for it except a good day's work.
Meanwhile, Widrick kept going. In the eighth, after a
groundout, Ed Fanelli lined a single to center. Lowe
Cruz followed with a popout, after which Fanelli stole
second and continued to third as the throw went into
the outfield. With the winning run 90 feet away, Scott
Green fanned to end the threat.
It became Oswego's turn. John Cortes opened the
ninth by walking the first batter. A groundout sent the
runner to second, from where he advanced to third on a
passed ball. Shortstop Cruz then held the runner at third
while throwing out a Laker for the second out.
nhen faced with an 0-2 count, freshman Steve
DeStefano lined a pitch to left. Green, back near the
fence, was unable to pull it in as it dropped for the
gme-winning double.
The post-game comments
indicated it may have been a lucky hit, although a solid
one.

a

LiT T LE

MAN:

Oswego

Glen "The

Whip"

minngs on

Friday.

StHt'S ftv6400tfive

Widrick,

hurled

nine

pitchf,

scoreless

By ALAN H. FALUCK
To most people, Chris Ryba is a big man.
To the Stony Brook 1s1
team, Ryba is an
especially big man. The six-foot-six junior, counted on
to lead the Patriots to a winning record, was Stony
Brook's opening day pitcher in the first game of Friday's
doubleheader against Oswego State College.
Unfortunately, for Ryba, the Oswego pitcher was
Glen Widrick.
His teammates call Widrick 'The Whip." At the
game's outset, the Pats weren't quite sure why. After
they had lost 1-0 to him, and 54 in the second game,
they still didn't really understand the reason.
'That guy's not a pitcher," said Ryba. "When he
changed into street clothes for the second game, he
looked like a high school kid."
At five-foot-five, Widrick was 13 inches shorter than
Ryba. Weighing 140 pounds, he was 70 pounds tighter
than the righthander. And Widrick's black homn-immed
glasses wouldn't help him win the "Most Menacing Face
of the Year" award.
Nevertheless, Oswego's answer to Clark Kent recorded
his twelfth collegiate win without a setback, hurling a
five-hit, nine-inning shutout.
"I didn't even think I'd shut them out," Widrick said.
"We got the outs when we needed them."
It was the bottom of the seventh inning when the
lefthander needed them most. Both halves of the
doubleheader were scheduled for seven innings, so, with
the game scoreless, if Stony Brook could score in the last
of the seventh, they would win.
Right fielder Bob Engelhard opened with a hard single
to center, and coach Rick Smoliak inserted Hector
Faberile as a pinch runner. Artie Trakas followed with a
hard grounder up the middle, and it looked like center
field material until the Oswego shortstop made a diving
stop.
The play prevented Faberile from advancing to third,
but there were two Pats on with none out. Widrick
needed some outs.
He got them. Matt Tedesco hit the first pitch tn the

FOUR HITS, 11 STRIKEOUTS...IN VAIN
Garofola. cf
Fanelli, 1B
Cruz, ss
Green, If
Engelhard, rf
Faberdle, pr
Shainhelt, rf
Trakas, 3B
Tedesco, 2B
Carman, c
Ryba, p
Cortes, p

AB
2
4
4
4
3
0
1
4
4
3
2
0

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
0
0

RBI
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31

0

5

0

TEAM

E - Oswego 1. LOB - Stony Brook 7, Oswego 5. 2B Oswego 1. SB - Garofola 1-1, Fanelli 1-1; Oswego 1-1. S
- Fanelli.
Oswego
Patriots

000
000

000
000

001 - 1
000-0

6
5

1
0

PITCHER
Widrick (W,2-0)

IP
9

H
5

R
0

ER
0

BB
2

K
8

Ryba
Cortes (L.O-1)

7
2

4
2

0
1

0
1

1
1

It
0

PB - Carman.

"1 was just hoping to hit the ball," DeStefano said. "I
thought he was going to come in with a curve ball, and
he did. If he had broken it more, I probably would've
struck out."
"He doesn't know what he's talking about,"
countered Carman, the Pat catcher. "It was a fast ball."X
The man who threw the ball, Cortes, agreed with his
backstop. "I wanted to throw it low and outside," he
said, and then he held his hands six inches apart to show
by how much he missed.
Over His Head
"I had a good chance at it,"said left fielder Green. "it
was right over my head. I could've gotten it. I missed it
by this much." Green held his hands a yard apart.
Green's 36 inches and Cortes' six were the difference.
Widrick retired the side in order in the bottom of the
ninth, and it was still unclear why he had the fourteenth
best earned run average in the nation last year among
small college pitchers (1.11) and the tenth best record
(9-0).

"All I know is that I pitched better than him, and he
got a 'W' next to his name and I got a zero," said Ryba.
Widrick agreed, admitting to a poor performance. "A
few of my curvebails bung,r
he said. "I thought they'd
score. "

They didn't in the ist pme, but they did in the
second- Right away. Three runs.
After a Mike Garofoia strikeout, Fanelli singled, and
Cruz lined a hit-and-run double to center for the first
run as the relay throw went through the catcher's legs.
Green grounded through the drawn in infield to make it
2-0, and an Engelhard single sent him to third, from
where he scored on a wild pitch.
Oswego came right back in the second frame with a
single, stolen base. infield single, errant throw by Trakas,
passed ball, and another single. Stony Brook's lead was
narrowed to 3-2.
The Pats added a run in the fifth as Cruz was hit on
the hand, stole second, and scored on a hit over third by
Green, his second RBI.
Again, Oswego came right back. Pat starter Hal Silver
tired and walked four of the first five batters, the final
two on full counts. Smoliak called on Art Lenek, who
wild-pitched home two runs. The first tied the game, and

btatesman/Gary Kleinman

BIG MAN: Stony Brook's six-foot-six hurler, Chris Ryba
(foreground), pitched the best game of his career yet was
unable to record a win in the Patriot season opener.
the second provided what proved to be the winning run
in a 54 contest. Ray Helinski came in a batter too late
and retired the side.
Trakas, who had three hits in the twinbill, opened the

Pat half of the sixth with a walk, was sacrificed to
second by Tedesco, but was left stranded as Aviano
grounded out and Carman struck out as a pinch hitter.
The seventh was uneventful, and Stony Brook had lost
by a run for the second time in a dlay.
"If you win the close ones, that means you're a good
team," said Smoliak. "We're just this close." For most
Patriots on Friday, though, it wasn't close enough.
-

-

A WILD TIME FOR PAT HURLERS
Garofola, cf
Fanelli, 1B
Cruz, ss
Green. If
Engelhard, rf
Trakas, 3B
Tedesco, 2B
Aviano, c
Silver, p
Lencek, p
Helnski, p
Cortes, p
rEAM

AB
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
0
0
0°

R
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

RBI
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27

4

8

3

E - Trakas. DP-Stony Brook 6-4-3, Oswego 5-4-3. LOB
- Stony Brook 3, Oswego 7. 2B - Cruz. SB - Cruz 1-1,
Oswego 1-1. S - Tedesco.
Oswego
Patriots
PITCHER
Welch (W, 1-0)
Silver (L. 0-1)
Lencek
Helinski
Cortes

IP
7
5 1/3
0*
2/3
1

020
300

003
010

H
8
6
0
0
1

R
4
5
0
0
0

0-5
0-4
ER
2
2
0
0
0

7
8

0
1

BB
1
5
1
0
1

K
5
3
0
0
1

*Faced one batter In sixth Inning.
HBP - Cruz (by Welch). PB - Aviano 1, Oswego 1. WP Lencek 2.

Ryba Concentrates on
Chris Ryba wasn't Glen Midrick's walking the hitters last year," said
biggest fan after the Oswego lefty
first
baseman Ed Fanelli. But
had defeated Stony Brook 1-0 on Friday was different.
Friday.
"Even when he got behind, he
"That
worm . . . runt ... still threw strikes," Fanelli said.
peewee," was Ryba's locker room "He didn't lost his cool"
appraisal of the first game's winning
"I didn't hear anything the
pitcher on Friday. "I couldn't whole game," Ryba said. "I just
believe he was 9-0."
concentrated on looking at Mike
Stony Brook's ace pitcher was [Carman,
the
catcher).
I
especially annoyed at his own concentrated the whole game."
failure to win the season opener. "I
Carman thought any questioning
was mentally prepared for the of
Ryba's
performance
was
game," the righthander said. "< I ridiculous. "It's the best he's ever
went to bed eady. I didn't fool pitched," Carman said, noting that
around. At no time did I think we Ryba used an arrangement of
were going to lose.
mostly fastballs, some of them
MThere's no doubt that I pitched sidearm, and the rest curveballs.
better today than I pitched alllast
"He can do it if he prepares
year."
himself mentally," said coach Rick
In the past, Ryba's foremost Smoliak. But, he added, "he's got
problem had been his control. "He to stick to it."
got into trouble when he was
Ryba's next chance comes at

inning

Lehman College on Friday.
*

*

*

John Cortes, who relieved in
both games of Friday's twinbill,
found himself placed in the role of
relievee
rather
than
reliever
yesterday.
Smoliak removed Cortes from
the team on a permanent basis after
the righthander had missed a
practice and two team meetings. "I
don't want any individualson this
team," the coach said. "I had told
John that he would have to toe the
line before the season began, and he
didn't," added Smoliak, referring to
similar problems with Cortes which
arose last year.
That leaves Smoliak with seven
pitchers, four of whom had been
rated higher than Cortes at the time
of removal.
-ALAN

HFALLCK
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Security Better Things to Do
Foot patrols were instituted by security
to "provide better protection of the
students," but the recent drug bust this
past weekend makes us wonder. Security
patrols must have better things to do than
peering into windows to spot marijuana
plants growing on the sill. Like perhaps
preventing armed robberies or preventing
townies from harassing the students.
When the foot patrols were first
proposed, both the Administration and
security argued that they were for the
protection of the students. The argument
0
was that since most crime on campus is
committed
by
outside
people
non-students - it would be in the interest
of the students to have foot patrols in each
*-5X
quad. It would provide a deterrent to
-I
0
LU
outsiders who were stalking around the
*
l
residential colleges and the academic
buildings.
At a Polity Council meeting about three
weeks ago, Council members expressed
concern over these foot patrols, and
resolved to look into the matter, in order
to see what affect they would have on the
life of the resident students. Obviously,
possibilities like this arrest were on their
minds.
Look, everyone knows that it's illegal to
grow, use, or possess marijuana! And its
certain that the counter-argument will be

a
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that the officers were "just doing their
job." But let's be realistic! In the half hour
or so that it took the Security officers to
contact the Quad manager, wait for him,
enter the student's room, arrest him, and
bring him down to Security Headquarters,
they could* have been patrolling and
perhaps stopping some real crime. The
point is that given the fact that Security
has a manpower deficit, it can't afford to
go around arresting students for petty
crimes like growing marijuana plants. At
least not when you have so much
equipment stolen from buildings, and as
many armed robberies as have been
occurring recently.
All of us are concerned about the
alarming rate of crime on the campus. But
we're talking about real crime: robberies,
stolen cars, assaults, burglaries, etc. And in
order to combat this problem effectively,
Security will have to gain the trust and
confidence of the students. We are told
time and again that Security is concerned
with protecting the students, but when a
pointless arrest like this is made, it is hard
for the students, and their government to
put credence in such promises of good
faith. And it makes it more difficult in the
future for the students to accept any new
Security measures, because they will
constantly wonder if Security is trying to
pull a fast one.

Lets Stop thie Bickering!
It is unfortunate that last Sunday's
Senate meeting saw Commuters and
residents at each other's throats. While it
can't be denied that commuters do not get
as much return from their activity fee as
residents do, neither can anyone deny that
commuters do not seem to take the fullest
advantage of all the campus activities that
are open to them.
Ideally, commuters should have the
benefit of ten dollars of their fee going to
"their dorm." Realistically, however, the
Commuter Center does not seem to
actually serve as many students as a single
dorm, but the Center would like $30,000
compared to the $2500 a dorm receives.
Even with this year's budget of $15,000,
the Center is constantly groping for ways
to get rid of it. Among other items, they've
given $2500 to campus day care centers,
and attempted to allot $100 stipends to
their directors. The Center is not in any
sort of financial crisis, and could not
possible spend $15,000 constructively, let

)OU^T
Ace A
JOB.

alone $30,000. The Senate's responsibility
is to look at the total financial picture of
student government and allocate funds so
that they may provide the most service to
the most students. Certainly, as the
Commuter Center participation grows, and
it certainly has a great membership
potential, the Center's place in the budget
will have to be reconsidered.
Looking to the remainder of this
semester and next year, we would like tq
remind both commuters and residents that
they are part of one campus. What this
campus does not need is a war between
these two factions. The Commuter Center
should continue to grow; more commuters
should partipate. At the same time
Commuters hsould not feel that they have
been unfairly slighted. The extra dollars
that the Center does not recieve goes to
clubs, services, and organizations that are
certainly open to commuter participation.
We hope that they take advantage of it.
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Death Penalty Will Not Prevent Crime
This i the second part of a two part

and dclinicians." The autbors state that
many violent crimes were p eded by
quite ractriticlesser offenses. The
nmajor
crime oould
have been
prevented i tbe offenders had been
treated rather than punished at the
time of their first offense. Extensive
data
collected
from lf equently
self-referred
patients
at
the
Massachusetts General Hospital, the
Boston City Hospital, and from private
non-white.
patients as well as prisoners jailed for
, In addition, Mr. Nixon's demand for violent crimes revealed physiological
the criminal to pay for his crime and abnormalities of brain functions and
bis refusal to allow for insanity claims frequently epilepticzlike phenomena
beyond a bare minimum must be associated with definite abnormalities
strongly contestedin, those crimes of
in the electroencephalogram (a record
violence that can be traced to brain of the electrical activity of the brain,
disorders. Only a clinical idiot wouid as measured by electrodes externally
seriousl) propose sending a diabetic to attached to the skull).
jail. But this is precisely what is done
Furthermore,
the
violent
with many violdent criminals when, individuals, prisoners as well as
instead, medical treatment would be self-referred patients, usually showed
more beneficial for both the criminal quite typical symptoms long before
and sodciety.
their violent acts. Those symptoms
In a book that gained wide publicity included, in varying degrees, physical
at the time of its publcation in 1970, assaults, wife and child beating,
("Violence and the Bain," Harper and pathological
intoxication
often
Row) two Harvard scientists, Vemon accompanied by brutal acts, impulsive
H. Mar, a neuro-surgeon, and Fank sexual behavior, and a tendency
R. Ervin, a psychiatrist, called for "a toward
reckless
driving.
These
plan for a more rational approach to symptoms occured so persistently that
the violence problem - a plan that Mark and Ervin refer to them as the
utilizes the skills of the brain scientists
'dyscontrol syndrome".

kook at President Nixon's views
gading the death penalty.
By CHRIS HOLINKA
The
justifctio
of capital
punishment beomes even more
dubious when we consider its
disticty discriminating use apinst
monoty groups. Of the 3856 persons
executed in the United States between
1930 and 1965, oner 50 percent were

4A
*

l

Q
m

0a)
*
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Tbe
authors
of this
highly
noteworthy book analyze two famous
aes of utterly senseless brutality, the
killing of 17 persons at the University
of Texas by Charles Whitman, and
Richard Speck's murder of eighbt
nurses iw Chicago. Whitman had told a
psychiatrist several weeks before
ommitting his crime that he had
"forced thoughts" about climbing the
tower and killing many students with a
rifle. After his death an autopsy
reWealed a malignant brain tumor that
could have been easily diagnosed by a
routine dinical examination. Similarly,
Speck showed symptoms of serious
brain disease. Both had committed
brutal acts before their mass murders.
Both tragedies might have been
prevented by treatment.
Far from restricting the eary
identification of potentially violent
criminals to medical personnel, Mark
and Ervin (the latter considers himself
a
biosocidogist)
propose
the
establishment of teams consisting, in
addition to brain scientists and
dinidans,
of
social
scientists,
criminologists, legal experts, and
public health specialists.
The aim of the present article is not
to dispute the necessity of a generally
accepted code of conduct.We must be
aware, however, that, while the

majority of us may be able to dhere

to such stdards by reason and free
will, there are those with various

affictions to whom a generally
ecognized code of conduct cannot be
routinely applied. No more emphatic
conclusion to this aridcle could be
offered than a request to the reader to
compare
the
following
recent
statement by the President of the
United States with the oondcluding
remark in "Violence and the Brain,"9
and to decide for himself what
proposal is more humane and
ultimately more beneficial to society.
"Americans in the past decade were
often told that the criminal was not
responsible for his crimes against
society, but that society was
responsible. I totally disagree with this
permissive philosophy. Society is
guilty of crime only when we fail to
brng the criminal to justice. When we
fail to malke the criminal pay for his
crime, we encourage him to think that
crime will pay."

"Violence is a public health
problem, and the nmajor thrust of any
progam dealing with violence must be
towards its prevention - a goal that
will make a better and safer world for
all of us."
(The wrinter is a graduate student at
SUSB.)

A Theater Reviewer Defends His Work
By MICHAEL B. KAPE
I have been on this campus for two
years. The first year there was no
theatre reviewer. The second year, I
was theatre reviewer, at least for the
first semester. I left that position for
various reasons, and returned so it once
since, to do the review for "An Evening
with Edward Albee.'" I did it as a favor
to the "aTake Two" editor, since the
person who was supposed to review it
could not make it. I was informnned to
ive this production a capsule review 200 words. Since I had enjoyed it, I
insisted on a regular review - 500
words. If I had known that I would be
the
object of Matt Gotbaum's
eloquence, I would have written

the field, and almost all of my reviews
(and most definitely 'Albee") have
been at least technically correct.
Second, I have been connected with
other newspapers in other schools, and
I do know something about journalism.
Thirdly, theatre is my bag. I am a
theatre major, and I am very active in
my field. I recently directed "'The Last
Sweet Days of Isaac" on campus. I am
currently directing an adaptation of
'mhe Merchant of Venice" and a play
for an off-campus group. I am also on
the executive board of Punch and Judy
Follies, which produced '"An Evening
of Edward Albee," and I now wish I

had voted against the presentation,
because of the insults I've received
from people connected with it.
Also keep in mind, Mr. Gotbaum, I
did not stop the publication of your
viewpoint. However, if you or any one
else is not satisfied with Statesman
reviews, then why the hell don't you
write them yourselves? I think then
you will see the trouble that I have to
go through in writing them, and the
hassles involved before and after a
review is seen in the paper.
In closing (although I have much
more to say) I would like to tell you,
Mr. Gotbaum, that I stand by my

review 100 percent, I owe apologies to
no one, I'll match my resume with
yours anytime, "The Zoo Story" is in
three parts, Charlie Dorego was not
worth mentioning,
a review in
Statesman does not mean that much
and shouldn't (and I know, since I've
been burnt by Statesman reviews), my
review was not inadequate, but rather
was quite overly generous and more
than the production deserved, and I
will continue to review, as I have, at my
leisure, in my own way, despite what
you have said.
(The writer is an undergrduate at
SUSB.)

nothing, maybe.

I was told that I was overly generous
In my review of the production. I was. I
was kind enough not to say a bad word
about
Charlie Dorego. Yes, Mr.
Gotbaum, I knew he was in the cast. He
was just not worth mentioning. He did
have the smallest part in the play. Since
I am under no obligation to mention
every single person in a production,
especially ones with more than three
persons, I am not particularly affected
by the fact that I did not mention
Charlie Dorego's name.
The mention of past productions,
what is wrong with that? What I wa,;
trying to do was prove that Mitch
Roth's interpretation was quite valid,
and had historical precedent. If you
check reviews of plays done before,
you will find similar comparisons. The
method is valid and used, from Clive
Banes to me (No, I do not put myself
on the same level as the Times critic.)
Mr. Gotbaum, there are some other
points in your viewpoint that I must
take issue with. First, technical details
can and did affect the effect of the
play. Second, don't leave your
incriminating evidence around the
theater. The night of the play I found
the knife that didn't work. Look, I
can't help it if the knife that was built
did not work and you have to
pantomime it. And don't blame me if I
thought it did bring a certain lack of
realism to the scene. Thirdly, I never
interpreted Mr. Albee in my review. I
merely gave a short summary of the
plot to make the review interesting to
people who didn't catch the plays.
Aain I can cite precedents set long
before me.
Now, Mr. Gotbaum, you have nicely
inmled me at every turn, and given me
no caoe but to etort First, I learned
titoe reviewing from a proesoa
in
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A Resident-Commuter Polarization
An Open Letter to Mark Dawson,
Polity Treasurer:
To the Editor:
In the midst of the mud, mess, and
confusion which is Stony Brook, one
of the major complaints is the lack of
communication between the various
elements on campus. Along with the
physical
construction,
which
is
never-ending, the campus community
itself seems to construct psychological
barriers which prevent any meaningful
communication. Between professor
and
student,
students
and
Administration,
bureaucracy
and
student, and even amongst the
students here at Stony Brook, there is
little meaningful contact; each seems
unable or unwilling to comprehend the
psychic environment which the other
person calls his own world. You seem
to want to add to these artificial
restrictions by setting commuters
apart from the residential students.
First, let me state that I am not
against the Commuter Center or its
desire for a fair and equal allocation of
funds per student. What I do resent is
your personal bias as a commuter and
a Commuter College chairman against
those who call this campus (I use the
term lightly) our home. As Polity
Treasurer you represent all the
students,
not
just
commuters.
Therefore, your antagonism to student
businesses is unwarranted. Despite the
parng hassles to the oontrary, not
everyone on campus is fortunate
enough to own his own car. For these
people student businesses are not only
a nutter of choice of entertainment
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over boredom, but of the ability to
obtain food and necessary supplies
over starvation and need.
But what I especially object to is
the policy of the Commuter Center in
restricting its activities to only one
portion of the University Community.
True, commuters should safeguard
some of their free lunches for
themselves, but this is no reason for
limiting it to only commuters. If this
policy was logically extended, why
should not residential colleges restrict
their activities (financed by college
funds) to only their members? Maybe
you don't know this, but commuters
can and often do attend, join,
participate in, and even partake of a
portion of free coffee and food from
college-paid activities. And what about
college sponsored events in the Union,
cafeterias, or the Lecture Hall? Should
their attendance be limited to campus
residents, quad members, or just
college people? The isolation and
alienation on this campus is bad
enough without your encouragement
of a feeling that "If I paid for this, no
one else should have it." Most
residents don't feel this way; neither
should commuters. In fact, program
coordinators often go to extreme
lengths to publicize college-sponsored
events to encourage a large and broad
participation. Perhaps locking bagels
behind closed doors is the proper
procedure, but sponsor activities for
all students, not just a segment of
them. You, especially in your position
of Polity treasurer, should attempt to
create more opportunties for Stony

Brook people to meet each other,
rather than selectively sponsoring
separate and closed cliques or groups,
which you happen to favor. (The
Commuter Center cannot be described
as a "dclub" for anyone can join the
Sailing Club, or the political clubs, or
any club if one has the .indclination
and desire, but not everyone can
"become" a commuter.)
If the Commuter Center does
continue to live a life apart from the
rest of the campus community, not
only the campus but the commuter
will suffer. We are here to expand our
horizons by tearing down barriers
between people (in theory at least),
not to build them higher and higher.
Last term I was myself off campus,
and yes,Mark, I can even sarcastically
add the comment, "Some of my best
friends are commuters." If you really
feel the commuter is being ripped off,
that the residents are exploiting their
kind generosity, then why not remove
the Commuter College from the
campus and build a luncheonette on
25A? We, residents and commuters
alike, are all Stony Brook students for
better or worse, and commuters, if
they like it or not, are a part of this
campus community. If they want to
participate in residential coffee hours,
parties, lectures and concerts, or
patronize college subsidized student
businesses, fine. But by the same
token, if a resident wants to go to
Gray for coffee, free food, or go on
"commuter" theatre trips, he should
have a reciprocal right.
Robert Nizewitz

Castigation Was Unnecessary

Safety Everyone's Business

I

To the Editor:
I appreciate very much your
cogent editorial on the fire at
O'Neill. As a means of reinfordng
your article, I'd like to add the
following. Our department was
notified at 4:59 a.m., and the frst
unit arrived at 5:02 a.m. The
Setauket Fire Department was
called at 5:07 and arrived at 5:15
a.m. Fifteen extinguishers were
used.
Evidence
subsequently
examined indicates the fire was
deliberately set, and burned some
15 to 30 minutes before it was
-
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I
I

Inceph Plb Kimble
Director of Safety and ISecr
-
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Apology to Jews Demanded
To the Editor:
The Catch 22 at Stony Brook is
that the better qualified a profe
is, paMtiarly if his qualifications
include excellence in teacing, the
more likely he is to be fired. A cue
in point is Professor William
Carpenter. Despite the enthusiastic
recommendation of the English
Department that he be granted
tenure, and numerous letters ofsupport from his students, his
contract has been terminated by
the University Personnel Policy
with approval of
Committee,
President Toll.
In my three years at Stony
Brook as a Graduate Teaching
Assistant, I have had frequent
opportunities to observe Professor
Carpenter in action. Not only is he
a capable and tireless Director of
Freshman English, readily available

for consultation and advice, he is
himself a aWitty
melgn, with a warth an
and
essof Stony
too rare in thebe
is a red
Brook. Profess
tasset to the Endish Dep
ity.
and to the entire c
that this
seems ironic
It
university, which has always prided
itself on the taining of skilled
one of its
teachers, should dism
most outstanding practitioners of
the art. If Professor Carpenter
leaves us, only then will we feel
the full impact of this unjust
decision. And then it will be too late
for action - just as the little i
fences around the live-steam traps
are too late. Must we sit idly by of the
victims
again
once
Administration's Catch 22?
Lynn Buck
Department of Englis

Patrolmen at Disadvantage
To the Editor:
I'm a Campus Security officer
here at Stony Brook. I patrol the
week,
a
hours
40
campus
a squad car,
in
sometimes
sometimes on foot. My badge says
"police" on it, and I am, legally, a
New York State police officer, with
full powers of arrest. Married.
single, young or old, I'm pretty
much like any small-town cop in
the state, with one important
difference - I don't carry a gun.
Fine, say many students. Guns
are violent, and we don't want
violence or repression on campus.
Last year students even turned
down a resolution to arm me with
mace which, while dangerous, is less
deadly than a 38-caliber pistol.
Unfortunately, the road to hell has
once again been paved with good
intentions, and the admirable spirit
of non-violence on the part of the
student body has actually increased
the amount of violence on campus!
A few facts and a little logic will
bear me out:
Fact: Suffolk County Police do not
normally patrol on campus. That's
my job.
Fact: Suffolk County Police won't
answer a complaint on campus
unless it comes from Campus
Security. This means that if you see
a stickup going on and call
Security, we take the information,
hang up, and phone SCPD for help.
Then, since a Suffolk cop wouldn't
Kelly A from Tabler
know
cafeteria, we send a car to the gate
and lead armed police to the
scene . . . more time lost.
Fact: The above information is
common knowledge to off-campus,
non-student ripoff artists, who
know they have plenty of time to
walk into your room, rob you, and
walk out again, and be gone long
before the police arrive.
Given these facts, think a
minute. Are you really surprised at
the absurdly high crime rate on this

campus? You shouldn't be.
Arming the campus police would
certainly not put an end to crime
and violence at Stony Brook, but I
believe that it would cut that
violence to a much lower level.
While some diehards will try ripoff
and vandalism no matter what the
risk, many potential criminals
might hesitate to rob students at
knife point or gunpoint if they
knew that armed policemen were in
the area. 'Townies" who invade
your concerts would probably be as
loud and obnoxious as ever, but
would be very unlikely to threaten
an armed police officer.
Don't get me wrong. I don't
want to shoot anybody, and I
have
never
would
probably
to ... it's the deterrent that counts.
An armed policeman can arrest
three or four high school kids
peacefully, without hurting them.
Teenage vandals at a recent concert
knew we weren't armed, and when
the arrests were made, they had to
be wrestled to the ground by
Security cops. There were minor
injuries on both sides. Which way
would have been less violent?
You students will have to face
the facts some day. There are
people who will steal from you,
rape you, beat you up, or even
maybe kill you if they can get away
with it. My job is to try to protect
you from people Uke that. I'm in
pretty good physical shape and can
take care of myself, but I'm no
superman. If I were armed, I could
do my job better, and your life at
the University would be a lot
pleasanter. For the time being,
though, lock your doors, travel in
pairs, and don't wander around
campus late at night. And if by
chance you're being threatened
with a knife or a gun, or a group of
townies, don't ask me to help
you ... I'm an unarmed man, the
same as you.
Name Withheld by Request

Paula Liss

-

Snack Bar Boycotts Meat

-
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after a
people lookingph fo
conert. Also, the fie aams never
went off and it was the udents
iemselves who ran around at five
t
odclock in the morning getting their
donnatesout of bed and warning
them of the danger. I personally am
quite grateful to the group of
students who almost beat their
kuces bloody to get me out of
d er. The fie alarms were not
reset. Are the students reponsible
for that?
I think that more attention
Housing
should be drawn to te
Office and the Administation's
e action in this
lack of resp
case. Just so much of the blame can
be laid onto the students here and I
fed that Stasman played down
-ege. If
's
the A dn
i takes more inspections by MA.'s
( dated down to them by.the,
fghtei
Housig of Quad office),
securit in the dorms, and/or mm
Iss
fed I
ecient fire
be
shoPld
meaus
th
the
by
implemented
Administration. Students realize
being
re
they
that
now
self-destructive in fooling around
with safety equipment, but the
University should be looking out
for their well4being regardless. And
must recognize its
Statesman
responsibilities to get an -overview
of a serious situation before
publising a misinformed public
editorial about it.

To the Editor:
I am wting this letter in
i in the
to your e
20 issue Of
Tuesday,
Statesmanon thefire incident in
9Neill Gellege
onSunday
ning
peous weekend. The
of that
implessonI got from your editorial
did not seem to agree with the
new I had after experiencngthat
fisthand.
azardoussitua
ure
the
of
many
True,
extingishers, were unusae at that
time and that could very
well have been the direct fault of
studentsin the dorm who may use
the fireequipment as toys. Also,
student M.A.'s should see that this
aned
ad tepad
equipment is
student
But,
regularly.
go just so
_ne
resposiity and b
a bigger issue.
irbefore itbees
I's
It is not the position of
e
cu
dedIstaff to AVIa
sidnts and
et
s
the
Hell its
of the
for the feiespeciall at a tie
wben University -eglIg-nce is so
much the isseon this campus.The
tire was not set by students living in
the dorm. We have to reside in that
ellhoe and even a dog doesn't shit
in the spot where it has to sleep.
The students of ONeill were the
ones who were victimized by the
fim, which was set by some
joy-6eeking arsonist(s) who used
available telephone books and toilet
paper. This fact is significant and it
can perhaps be related to increased
numbers of young off-campus

discoered. A hiealarm hadbeen
pulled earlier in the night and had
not re-set. This time there was
$1500 damagesI but no lows of life.
However, each time someone
thoughtlessly pulls a false alarm or
water fights with
feels that
extinguishers are more important
than the safety of the dorm, we
take another step closer to tragedy.
Safety is everyone's busines. Let's
get it on.

I

To the Editor:
In view of rising meat costs and
consumer
of
beginning
the
organization in the form of a
nationwide strike, lasting from
April 1 through April 7, the
students of O0Neill College have
decided to take action. During the
week of the strike, the O0NeilU
Snack Bar will not serve meat or
poultry. The workers in the snack
bar have' agreed to work on a
volunteer basis, since the lack of
hamburger sales would make paying
even
breaking
and
salaries
impossible. A publicity campag
has been organized by the O'Neill
for the purpose of
legislatu

informing the Campus community
of the strike and its goals.
The strike is a protest against the
high costs of meat and poultry.
Consumers are asked not to buy or
eat meat and poultry (it will have
to be replaced later on and the
pinch of a full week's loss of sales is
what is desired). Follow the news
of this strike through the media,
and try to support it!
O'Neill College strongly urges the
campus community to support the
strike - become a vegetarian for a
week!
For further information contact
Dana Shapiro at 6-3353.
Dana Shapiro
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Toscanninians Won't Move
To the Editor:
These are only a few things in
minds of all "Toscanninians:"
1. We certainly do not move
out.
2. All dorms in Tabler Quad can

be used as married housing.
3. We do not want to live with
the unmarried.
4. The school should pay more
concern to married students.
Chih-Tien Hsing
-

Housing Plan Protested
An Open Letter to Roger Phelps,
Director of Housing
To the Editor:
I have been directed, by a
Famous vote of our coolege
legislature, to inform you of the
vehement rejection by this college
of the married student proposal,
which would have married students
placed in the four-man suites in the
dormitories., The students protest
as fogows:
We seek to have this proposal
scrapped on the basis that it would
be detrimental to the life in the
dormitory. jeopardize activities,
and
communication
inhibit
participation in college programs.
The proposal would introduce
people into the buildings with an
extreme difference in interest and
attitudes, and places them in
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1

central positions on the halls (in
this quad) which effectively isolates
the end hall suites, and creates
three separate entities on the hall.
further
this
deplore
We
fragmentation of communication in
an already difficult situation.
The proposal also would reduce
potential
of
number
the
participants in college programs,
and the activity money used by the
college.
We consider the proposal totally
and
feel that it
disruptive,
demonstrates a complete disregard
of undergraduate residential and
social needs.
We
request
an
immediate
reconsideration of the proposal.
Angela J. Rhatigan
Program Go odinator,
John Steinbeck CoAege
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Calendar of Events
Women's Softball: Patriots travel to Suffolk
Community for a 4 p.m., scrimmage.

TUESDAY, APRIL 3
Film: Tuesday Flicks presents Woody Allen
movies, 'What's Up. Tiger Lily" and "Take the
Money and Run" at 8 p.m.. SBU Auditorium.
Tournament: The weekly Duplicate Bridge
Tournament, with masters points awarded, will
be held in room 226 of the SBU at 8 p.m.
Admission is $1.
Tryouts: Practice clinics will begin today for

varsity cheerleading tryouts which will be held
on May 3. The practices will be in the Women's
gym at 6 p.m. Attendance will be considered in
the final score.
Discussion: Rabbi Brownstein of Carmel Wine
Company will talk on wines and they will
discuss the Jews in the Soviet Union as seen
from his recent visit. Wine and cheese will
accompany the program at- Poe College, 8:30
p.m.
Film: Arthur Mokin will show two prize winning
films and discuss "Making a Living as a
Film-maker" at 8 p.m., 114 Surge B.
Meeting: WUSB's Radio Theater continues its
series of meeting and production sessions, 9
p.m., in the WUSB studios.
Lectures: Lawrence Slobodkin, chairman, Dept.
of Ecology and Evolution, will give a lecture
of
Implication
Social
"Possible
entitled
Evolutionary Strategy" at 4 p.m; Lecture Hall,
room 111.
-Dr. David Benfield will continue his lectures
on contemporary morality, 5:30 p.m., Lec. Hall
102.
Professor Sheldon Ackley is lecturing on
"Legal Rights of the Poor" at 8:30 p.m., room
238, Hum. bdg.
-Professor Peter Bretsky will continue his
lectures on Darwin and Wallace's concept of
natural selection at 5:30 p.m., room 240, Hums
bidg.
-English Professor Earl Schreiber will discuss
Sartres "No Exit" and Genet's "The Balcony" in
his series on 20th Century Drama. at 5:30 p.m.,
room 100 Lec. Hall.
Professor of Biology, Dr.
-Distinguished
Bentley Glass, will continue his series of lectures
on men's relation to his environment and to
scientific evolution with "New Vistas in
Medicine and Surgery" at 8:30 p.m., in Lec. Hall

Track: The season opens with a home meet
against Wagner College at 3 p.m.
Lecture: Prof. Slobodkin will be speaking on
"Areas of Silence in Judaism" at 8 p.m., SBU
237.
Movie: Gershwin College presents "Magical
Mystery Tour" at 8 p.m., and 11 pam.. in Lee.
Hall 100. Students with ID $.50, non-students
$1.
Poetry: The Center for Contemporary Arts is
sponsoring Diane Wakoski reading her own
works at 7:30 p.m., in the Commuter lounge,
Gray College.
Astronomy
Trafton,
L.
Dr.
Lecture:
Department, University of Texas, will discuss
"On the Atmosphere of Titan" at 3:30 p.m., in
ESS, room 450.

109.

Lecture: R. Dyer-Bennet explores the art and
traditions of Minstelsy at 5:30 p.m., room 154
of the Light Eng. Bldg.
discuss
J. Guilmain will
Dr.
Lecture:
"Architecture: Temple and Church" at 5:30
p.m., Lec. Hall 109.

Baseball: The Patriots host Brooklyn Poly at 3
p.m., in a make-up game.
Page 16
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Altizer,
Thomas
Theologian
Lect ure:
philosopher Justice Buckler, and psychiatrist
David McWhirter are the guest lecturers on
"Sources of Value and Significance in a
Technological Age" at 5:30 p.m.. in Lec. Hall
102.
FRIDAY, APRIL 6
Baseball: The Pats host Kings Point in a
Knickerbocker Conference game at 3 p.m.
Film: COCA will show the film "End of the
Road" tonight at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and
midnight. Lec. Center 100.

Registration: Registration for Puerto Rican
weekend will be held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m.,
SBU 061. For further info call 6-8395.
Lecture: Prof. E.S. Penmer, Dept. of Aerospace
and Mechanism Engineering Sciences at Univ. of
Calif., at San Diego, will give a lecture at 8:30
p.m., Old Eng. Bldg.

SATURDAY, APRIL 7
Exhibit: Exhibits, native food, and craft booths
displaying the diverse cultures' of foreign
students attending the University will be open
from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. in the Stage XlI
cafeteria.
Dance: Two lands will supply the music for a
Latin Dance sponsored by the Puerto Rican
Student Association beginning at 9 p.m. in.SBU
ballroom.
Film: COCA, "End of the Road" (see Friday).

Art Show: There will be an art majors show and
sale in the Union buffeteria until April 27. Open
daily from 11:30-7 p.m.

Meeting: There will be a meeting of the Council
for Exceptional Children at 8 p.m., SBU 214.
Sister Loyala from the Cleary School for the
Deaf will be the guest speaker. All those who are
interested in raising money for the Special
Olympics please attend this meeting.

Lecture: Prof. S. Ackley will speak about
"Income Distribution in the U.S." at 8:30 p.m.,
in Hum. Bldg. 238.

Concert: The Spring Artist Series, sponsored by
the University's Dept. of Music will present a
concert by the Stony Brook Woodwind Quintet
at 8:30 p.m., Lec. Center 105, admission $1.50.

-The History and Sociology of White Racism
will be discussed by Prof. Reginald Wells at 5:30
p.m., room 102 of Bldg. G on So. Campus.
-Dr. Sanford Kravitz discusses major issues
facing practicing professionals in health, welfare
and education tonight at 5:30 p.m., room 104
of Bldg. G on So. Campus.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4

Lecture: Prof. P. Bretsky will discuss 'The
Descent of Mau" at 5:30 p.m.. Hum. Bldg. 240.

Dance in the
Exhibition: Senior chess master Edmar Mednisa Dance. There will be an Oldies
9
p.m.
College,
lounge
of
Benedict
main
will lecture and give a simultaneous chess
exhibition at 6:30 p.m.. in James College
Bus Trip: The Commuter Center is sponsoring a
lounge. Spectators are welcome.
bus trip to see "Sleuth" -tickets are $3, on sale
at
Commuter Center at Gray College. For
an
hold
will
Gallery
Art
Union
The
Exhibition:
further
info call 6-7747, commuters only.
exhibition and sale of original graphic art from
11-9 p.m.. today and tomorrow.
Film: "A Program of New American Films."
Sponsored by the University Theater Arts Dept.,
Lecture: "Broadcasting and Justice" is the
will be shown at 8 p.m., in room 114 of building
subject for the televised lecture series on the
B on So. Campus.
History of Broadcasting at 4 p.m., in Lec. Hall

100.

Exhibition: A display of photographs by Harris
Owen continues today until Friday in the first
floor gallery of the University's Administration
building, 8-6 p.m.

lecture at 5:30 p.m., Lec. Hall 101.

Concert: The University's Music Department
Student Recrtal Series continues with a
performance by Cellist W. Whitman at 8:30 p.m.
in Lecture Center Room 105.
THURSDAY, APRIL 5
Film: "Viva La Cacesa," a documentary of the
lettuce strike in California will be shown at 8
p.m., SBU Auditorium. Donations will go to the
United Farm Workers.

Films: The SBU's Rainy Night Coffeehouse is
holding an all-night film festival beginning in the
early evening and running until dawn.
Film: University Student Robert Schnitzer will
show his first feature film "No Place to Hide" at
8 p.m. in building B, Room 114 on South
Campus.

Film: "Elvira Madigan" will be shown by the
Continuing Education Center at 8:30 p.m., Lec.
Hall 100, preceded by an experimental video
short, "Sorcery."

Concert: SAB sponsors Hot Tuna at 7:30 p.m.
and 11:30 p.m. in the gym. Tickets now on sale.
Students $1.50, others $4.50.

Lecture: James Baldwin's "Go Tell It on the
Mountain" will be the topic for Prof. R. MIller's

Baseball: Stony Brook travels to
College for an 11 a.m. double header.
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to be made into positive prints. The Pulitzer Prime
^Winner was casual and unpretentious abouttis wor,
both thoughtful and humorwIs.
Simpson read several sequences of poems, prefaitng
with background and expication and dues for
hie
ker
u
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and his expenetnces In ading a new and upublihe
f the aience doest
poem before an audience.
^
respond the zight way, you feel like killing yourself." .
/ ^
Simpson read poems of politics, "but not propaanda
t
of any kind," of Russia "about life on Long Island and
z
s
a
XTround us and so on on poetry andope
/
And as padt of his effort to presere moments of his
reading for his audience, he read a poem that "is an
American fist ... the first poem where an Aec
'
womanI shaves her legs with a azor."'
z
It is nearly imposble to completely capture and
t
the nuances and hronies of a reading of an artist's
tconvey
written work. His poems seem bent on uniting through
fthe word structure the banalities of twentieth century
the
His noems -formt
iuxtaimnition
a-n PdAral
IPf in
t
,~~~~L
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nly
d s
reader, the listener up and up to be d
downward by a jarring oposite fo E.His most jing
imbly
_
but n
effects come in linking two
r
disparate, elements. In a poem fom his most recent
<
says
book "OThe Adventures of the Letter 1," Saon
<r
lThe bitches, they want to feel wanted/And everything
eaer,
MeMtues
else is proseD Lke John Donne, three
I
7~~~~Simpson has tied love and poetry in evrdyterms but
atio
hn an ¢oiomson
,
than twenty p.ems Wd urg h.
read
-N <Sinpson
were enoyablei, few
l of whi
a al
<lreading
in the terms of the masers of poetry to whkh
fpotfound
It is his sparkling,
s
university audience are a
.
hts which so recommend his poems.
non.depressing
I Y
His themes we not new. Poems on love, on poey and
N
on politics bave been common themes for centurie
r
-\ r
insights are refteshing twists_
/Simpson's
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m ld themes.
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the act of seeing a festival week of films
By NORMAN HOCHBERG
The whys and hows of filmmaking will
be explored in a week-long film festival
Arts
Theatre
the
by
sponsored
this Saturday.
through
department
Several filmmakers, as well as at least one
dozen films, will be on display during the
week, which started last evening with a
talk by William Jersey.
Arthur Mokin, a filmmaker who
distributes his own films, discusses
"Making A Living As A Filmmaker" in
tonights program. Mokin has been
extremely successful in his 17 years as a
filmmaker (for six years before that he
was a writer for Radio Free Europe).
Mokin will show two of his short films
"The Seasons" and "Fire in the
Streets." The first is a celebration of
nature's seasons and the relationship of
man to his environment. No words are
spoken in the film's 17 minutes; Mokin
uses only music, sound and pictures to
convey the tender feelings Mokin has for
the environment.

"Fire in the Streets" is anything but
tender. It is. on the surface, a view of the
urban ghetto and its relationship to the
fire department. But the film is much
more to Mokin. It looks at the
polarization of our society. "Because the
people of the ghetto and the fireman
represent in microcosm the deepening
division between the disaffected and the
so-called establishment," Mokin says,
"the film offers an opportunity to study
the issues on a real and tangible level."
Noted Filmmaker
Wednesday night's program will feature
filmmaker Barry Gerson. The 34-year-old
film teacher has been making short films
since 1965 and has had one man shows at
the Museum of Modem Art and
Guggenheim Museums. He was recently
featured in the Whitney Museum series
"New American Films" and the Film
Forum's series "Window Films." about
which Howard Thompson of the New
York Times said, "To me, the Gerson
[films] - original, lucid, lovely and just

the right length - were what made the
program."
Filmmaker Michael Snow, whose film
"A to Z" will be shown on Friday night,
has called Gerson's movies "pure filmic
experiences." Gerson himself classes his
main concern as "the image." "The film
image is total illusion," he says. "Life is a
total illusion. What is real? Whatever it is
- it must be a bore, since the delights of
life are steeped in ambiguity, mystery and
chance."
Gerson has been making films for eight
years. The students who will have their
films displayed on Thursday have been
doing it for far less time. All of these
filmmakers are winners of the New
England Student Film Festival, an annual
contest for young filmmakers. These
wildly
from
range
films
short
experimental to fairly conventional. All
are interesting to watch.
Experimental Films
The next evening Stuart Leibman, of

the N.Y.U. Cinema Studies Program and
the New York State Council on the Arts,
will present seven experimental films by
the three American filmmakers - Snow,
Landow and Frampton.
"Filmmakers Week" closes Saturday
night with several films by Stony Brook
students. Robert Schnitzer, who several
years ago (while an undergraduate here)
obtained Polity funding for a fiction film
called Terminal Point, will present his
recently completed feature film No Place
To Hide. Schnitzer, who soon leaves to
direct a spy movie in the Caribbean, will
be on hand to talk about his attempts at
breaking into film.
Also scheduled for sometime during
the
festival
is
Jan
GershkofFs
Pyre-Techniques, the fire prevention film
which has been shown to Stony Brook
students at COCA films and in dorms.
Each night's program begins at 8:00
p.m. and takes place in room 114 of the
Theatre department building in South
Campus (Surge B).
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dr. John truxal: a fine asset to stony brook,
a prof who is full of interest, humor & life
(Ed note: The concept of tenure has come under
fire recently from people who feel that it gives
professors a free rein to become lax in their
teaching methods and student relationships. Dean
John Truxal is one person about whom such
charges cannot be made. In fact, Truxal presents
an image which many professorsshould strive for.)
By JOAN ZIMMERMAN
Anyone who has been a student at Stony Brook
for any reasonable length of time can tell you how
rare good teachers are here. This is not to say there
is a dearth of intelligent professors and researchers
at Stony Brook-indeed, both the knowledge and
backgrounds of the SUNY faculty is impressive.
But in spite of all the talented people one may run
across here, it is still difficult to find a teacher who
stimulates interest and generates enthusiasm. Such
a person is Dr. John G. Truxal, engineering
professor and dean of the College of Engineering.
ft»^^a»^»^»i^>^»^^

paul stookey^s better half
much better than second half

«

^

he performs masterfully.. What makes this
By BRADLEY L. PHILLIPSthat
of the album so outstainding? Most live
Wamerpart
Stookey,
Paul
Noel
Stand
Night
One
consist of hit tunes done before a
.albums
Bros., BS 2674
audience. Sound q uality is usually
Breaking ties with a parent is something we allscreaming
at best, and the show is generally
do. In the same manner, many singers break awaymediocre
Such errors have b<een avoided here.
from a parent group to strike out for fame in theirlackluster.
important than this is the f'act that Stookey's
own right. The human pride, to be taken for one'sMore
captures the congeni lality of a live
own merits instead of being satisfied with fame inalbum
His conversations with the audience,
nobleperformance.
group anonimity, is the main reason for such
humorou s, are not deleted.
extremely
often
asquite
himself
establish
to
ventures. Trying earnestly
<?ffect is created.
you-are-there
true
a
PaulThus
Peter,
of
Stookey,
Noel
is
an able musician
great ad-lib ability ke<?ps the audience at
and Mary notoriety.Stookey's
mercy, in a manner sir nilar to the way
One result of a performer's breals. with a grouphis
Edwards held the Sltony Brook crowd
ThisJonathan
past.
musical
his
may be a desire to forget
for well over an hour.
mightbreathless
what
result,
a
as
and,
often
too
happens
the Key
have been the greatest concert album releasedImprovisation
and spontanei ty are the keys to
turns into a dismal, unrewarding piece of music.Improvisation
electricity th^t pervades this»half of the album.
The scene of the concert was Carnegie Hall onthe
introduction to Peter Yarrow
long-winded
December 19, 1972. The featured performer wasA
up to a feve r pitch as they join
audience
the
orbuilds
Noel Stookey. He was not Paul's little brother
that point, it seems that some
At
sing-along.
a
thatinto
of
third cousin. In fact, it was the Paul
there really did want to put
out
producer
asrecord
air
the
in
was
magic
famous trio. The proverbial
good.
that
album
an
aloneout
it
go
to
the singer prepared
then there is side two t( >be reckoned with.
Side one is Stookey at his best, in the traditionBut
is here that we hear the iindividual Stookey
of Peter, Paul and Mary. "The House Song" andIt
for self-acclaim. Bitin;g off more than he
the "Wedding Song" are two recognizable turn *-reaching

Noel Paul Stookey in the near-legendary Peter,
Paul. and Mary. is. like Stookey now pursuing a
solo career.

can chew, he destroys all the beauty he created.
His new style is trying to dc > the pseudo-heavy
rock music, minus any resem blance to the folk
singer that was such a huge siaccess. There is no
electricity to side two. One Nig(ht Stand is reduced
to the ranks of a run-of-the-mil 1 concert recording.
Meaningless lyrics, half-baked music, and a clear
inability to sing rock music pn ^dominates this half
of the show.
Grand Flop
All of the pleasant and intriguing live effects
have been omitted here, perhaps so we should be
totally imersed in the new Stookey. It just flops in
grand style. I have never come across an album
that is so truly brilliant on one side and yet so
banal on the other. It is as if you had bought a live
Stones album full of assorted goodies on one side
only to flip it over and hear them trying out
"Knock Three Times."
If you are a devout Peter, Paul and Mary freak,
you may have the patience to adapt to this "new"
Stookey. I will repeat that side one is without a
doubt the best live recording put on an album;
both in terms of the singer's music and the real
in-concert feeling captured. You may find it easy
to listen to an album for one side only. Upon
listening to the better half repeatedly, I might be
tempted to do that in this case. It is all there in
One Night Stand. It is not ten cities in seven
months on tour. One show by one man is all there
is.

*rs, a new series OT scenic lours nave uccr
As part of Polity's desire to increases the number of "fun" events it sponso
One of the first to actual ly go into operation is the "See Roth ()uad by Kayak" package which includes a
5»developed.
float around Lake Leon wl icre the tourist is treated to the scenic sights of two fire hydrants, one partially
fitthrilling
Wsubmerged park bench and (by the enid of the month four) ducks.
w
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Truxal is currently teaching two courses here:
"Man Technology and Society," a course for
non-majors, and "Electrical Engineering," for
engineering seniors. Truxal's ability to translate
elaborate concepts into layman's terms reminds
one of Dr. ElofCarison, ofBIOlOl and 102 fame.
And although Truxal comes off a bit more
informal and humorous than Carison, the men are
not unalike; both have exceedingly entertaining
styles.
Truxal is now in his third semester at Stony
Brook. Prior to coming here he taught for 18 years
at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, where he was
also involved in administration. Although he
some satisfactions to
there are
believes
administration, Truxal's chief rewards stem from
teaching, which he calls "the real fun." When
asked his opinion of Stony Brook, Truxal held it
in high regard. "It's great here. Stony Brook is one
of the top 30 schools in the nation, which is quite
an achievement for a school that is onlv ten years
old. The academic planning of the school is just
superb," Truxal stated.
Besides teaching two courses and acting as
Dean, Truxal also serves on about eight
committees for science advisory and for the
National Science Foundation of the Department
of Commerce in Washington, D.C. As a result, he
travels to Washington one day each week,
something he sees as "a nice change of pace."
Respect for Students
When asked what the qualities are that a good
teacher should possess. Dr. Truxal felt the most
important is a real interest in your field. "You
must be excited by your subject," he said. One
criticism he had about teachers in general, not
necessarily those of this university, was their "lack
of a strong respect for students." Truxal feels that
this is more a reflection on the professor, rather
than the students, and has a great deal of respect
for today's youth. "Today's college freshman
knows much more than the freshman of ten years
ago. The increased spending that the government is
putting into education is beginning to show in
today's students," Truxal said.
In teaching a class, Truxal believes it is
important to maintain a small size and have a good
environment within which to work. He prefers
classes of 45 students or less, unless there is a
specific nee<? for a large lecture class. Truxal
encourages discussion and does not believe in a
passive dass. He knows the students are interested
when they continually ask questions and make
comments. In ESI 190, "Man, Technology and
Society," Truxal often comes in with games to
illustrate concepts, such as having students play a
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game with random numbers to demonstrate the
problem of planes stacking up over an airport. The
class subsequently discussed ways this problem
and similar ones might be alleviated. The assigned
reading in the class is a collection of notes that
Truxal has written with supplementary homework
problems. The problems tend to be of a very
practcial nature and make one think about
solutions to many city crises.
Supports P/NC
Truxal is a strong believer in the pass/no credit
system, because of the fact that students' grade
point averages have soared in the last five years. As
long as this is the case, "students do not want to
take the chance of getting a C or a D in a course in
which they feel they have no talent." Truxal also
felt that professors are not assigning as much
importance to grades as they once did. He did
admit that this system can be abused, but added
that its merits override the disadvantages. Truxal
even goes so far as to advocate a pass/no credit
system for high school.
Dean Truxal enjoys Stony Brook and plans on
teaching here until he retires (about another 18
years). He sees a lot of potential in this school and
believes that in ten years Stony Brook will be one
of the most highly recognized schools in the
nation. Certainly Dr. Truxal is a fine asset to
Stony Brook.

Album Review

stories help to recapture the lost intensity
of the rock 'n' roll that we were raised on
By DAVID BLUSTEIN

(circa Rubber Soul); unlike the Raspberries, they sound
convincing.

About Us - Stories Kama Sutra KSBS 2068
With the current onslaught of self-indulgent
country-rockers and self-righteous cerebral music, it is
getting harder to find some sweet, melodic rock'n'roll.
Stories could help to move the seventies out of its
doldrums. About Us, their second album, is one of tile
most impressive albums that I've heard in a long time.
This band is good. They write great driving rock songs,
and sing with the enthusiasm that rock'n'roll had left in
the sixties.
Why haven't you heard about this group if they are so
good? The answer lies in time and circumstances.
They're from New York (strike one); they're on a small
label (strike two - sorry Buddah); and they're doing
music from another era (strike three, but they are hardly
out). Actually this group has a heritage in mid-sixties
rock. Michael Brown, the keyboard man, was in the
infamous Left Banke (remember "Walk Away Renee").
Stories' approach to rock'n'roll is similar to that of
many English groups from the sixties. Like the
Raspberries, they are directly influenced by the Beatles

This album begins with one of the finest non-hit
singles of the year. "Darling" combines the fervor of the
last decade with the instrumentation of this decade. This
is an approach which makes Stories' music so effective.
Using a mellotron to compliment a similarly majestic
guitar riff. Stories make a sweet song (in terms of lyrics)
into a much more powerful emotional statement.
Lyrically, "Darling" is basically a love song with decent,
non-offensive words. It is a shame that A.M.
programmers haven't chosen to play it. We, the listeners,
suffer most from such short-sightedness.
From the optimistic beginning. Stories continues to
impress throughout the album. Unlike so many of
today's releases, this one flows. Each song has lyrical and
musical roots in the one that precedes it. This is done in
a subtle way; all the tracks are love songs, but each has a
different perspective. For example, they follow an
aggresive rocker with a sweet lament. Where one song
contains a refrain of "Don't ever let me down," the next
one apologizes for such arrogance. All aspects of a
relationship are examined with the aid of some very
beautifully arranged tunes.

The inquiring reader might ask at this point, why does
a group have to live in the past? This is a valid question,
but Stories have the answer. They do use song
construction and arrangements from the sixties, but they
also incorporate contemporary ideas into their music.
Perhaps the best way of describing this is in the lead
vocals. lan Lloyd does not sound like a nasally congested
Paul McCartney, like many groups who rely on the
music from the Beatles. As a matter of fact, his voice is
just the opposite; it is a bit raspy with a high range. If
anything, he sounds like an even more arrogant John
Lennon. Added to this is a love of dynamic changes that
had never really been used in rock to their full
advantage. Stopping a song at its peak and then starting
it again is risky. If it isn't done well, it can ruin the
continuity of the song. But Stories make it work
wonderfully on "Please, Please."
When musicians use styles and modes from the past,
they must also give it a contemporary outlook. Stories
were careful to do this and it shows. Basically the entire
album is well put together and even more important,
well thought out. Without being too self-conscious,
Stories capture some of the intensity of the music that
we were raised on.

Adapted From Cover Illustration By Tom UpshurCiC-W^

STORIES: They could move the seventies out of its doldrums but
have several marketing problems to conquer first.
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Dr. Truxal is as home in front of his "Man
Technology and Society" course for non-majors as
he is in front of his upper level "Electrical
Engineering" course. IVs rare to find a professor
who enjoys teaching as much as he.
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By STUART PIOTKI

to a -aaN of energy; he just
It was like ao
never stopped moving. But then agn ilds
I ely do sit still. So. what's so special about- this boy ?
S y Brook campus with hs family,
Wee, h lives 0a on
and instead of having a lot of "dopey" nine-yearolds to

play with, he has a lot of 19-year-olds to play with, and
he likes itbeter, hesaid'.
His- name is Padl Ekwueeme, bom in Britain. July 19.

t professor of
(as
Ekwueme
1963 to Dr. aa
wife, who are both from Nigeria. Paul is
usic) and
quite intelligent for a nine-yearold, very polite and
courteous except when be jumps from the top of his
bunk bed onto his cousin below. As you might expect,
his bed is raey made and his hair is never combed, but
how many college students make their beds?
again,
then
Dr. Ekwueme chose to live on campus (they live in an
apartment m Heix) w thithis family of Paul, Mel (age
three)ad Paul's older cousin Comfort, and Paul
wouldn't have it any other way. He has a lot of big
friends on campus like Rhona, Jake, Mitch S (small) and
more than that
company
Mitch B (big). He enjoys their
latter "call you names and
of his peen. Whereas- the
bully you around," Paul said, "maybe they [his college
friends] know more and can teach you." One friend is
him thedarinet, and he probably knows as
teaching
I.
much calculus as most people coming out of Calculus
infinity,"" he said.
"Something to do with
Paid likes going to parties on Fridaynight in the
lounge, adding with his soft British accent, "I can stay
light
night." He likes the
up as long as I like on Fay
only
"I
beer.
drink
doesn't
he
but
dancing
the
shows and
expand.
so good," Paul
it
because tastes
drink Sangria,
He admits to falling asleep at some of the partie, but
who can blame him? Stony Brook parties aren't the
most excting in the world, and if it interferes with the
Fridaynight, guess which gets
"Pbrtridge Family"on
preference. (His father calls him a TV addict.)

ye

Paul Ekuweme and Mel his three year old brother live in Hendrix college with their family. Paul loves living with the
"big" college people and wouldn't have it any other way.

a college-~rate frisbee player. After school he's often on
his bicycle, just riding around. Stony Brook is 'dnice,'` he
said, and he's one of the few people who can appreciate
the mud. "I like the mud. I like to bicycle through it,'d
Administration must like the mud too.
smiled Paul. (The
I wonder if they like ridng through it also.)
On Saturdays the University has a kiddiematinee,
but Paul never goes. He doestgoswimming in the pool
pong with his father on weekends.
and plays ping
Many of theissuesfacing the college student he
Attic
don't relate to Paul.He doesn't know about the
Brigade or Mitch Cohen. One campus problem, howee,
him. There are dozens of stray dog
dMiecy
oose on campus, which has always been an
lunning
local issue. During the winter his little brother
imporbant
M was chased by a starving stray dog and is now afMaid
to go outside. When asked if he felt sorry for the dogs,
Paul could only say "sort of."
Enjoys Water Figths
I askedPaul if he wants to go to college. "Not really,
"ILMte the Mud"
Paul goes to the North Country Elementary School it's too hard,' heanswered. Well, if it's so hard why are
-"I suppose they
and is in the fourth grade, yet his friends affirm that hews these 10,000 people here?' I asked.
)L
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Cawrful! You're- gonna stop on him! Who? There's only a
worm down them. What do you mean only a worm?
Why the wormis part of an ecological chain that lots the
flowers, the grass and the food that we eat grow. He
burrows in and out of the soil aeratingit but has lots of
problems when it rains. You see, worms breathe through
their skin and reaches the surface. So, on the next rainy
day please watch your step. No more squisbed worms on
the pavement.

(ACP) - Do you belong? Do your classmates whisper
about you?
Jerold Wishnow offers this "carefully prepared"
self-test in the Northeastern University NEWS:
1) Shoulddrnking be allowed on campus?
(C) Hic!
oal
ise
sK
(A) No (B)
2) Why won't you join the Parachute Club?
(A) Seared (B) Frightened to death (C) Do all
the jumping I want when the lunch bell rindp.
3) Should more girs be permitted to attend State
U?
(A) Yen (B) Definitely (C) Without a doubt.
4) Are you afEaid to speak your mind?
(A) No (B) I'd rather not say.
5) Do you have difficulty with your English

asinets?

(B) No (C) Si, Senior!
(A) Yes
6) At which of the following collegiate sports are
you most proficient?
(B) Class
baiting
Professor
(A)
cutting (C) Coedchasing.
7) Which goal is closest to your own?
list (B)Scholarship (C)Parking
(A) Dean's
place.

S
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want to leamn more to get into high school ("'graduate
school 9" I corrected) and get a job. Also so they can
fights," Paul said. During the last big water
have water
fight, he came with his water gun, but they were using
soaking Wets"
buckets. "They wererunn ing around
laughed Paul.
Paul summed up rather well what college students do.
ey study and sometimes play
'T
"Study," he said.
and frisbee." Paul told of the time he once
fooball
asked his friend if he wanted to play, and his friend said
ause he had to study. What a drag. Well,
he couldnt be
has a while to decide on goin- to college. Afterstill
Pau
all, many of us still don't know what the hell we're
doing here.
When asked if he was interested in music like his
father, Paul said "a fittle.** He likes goAm to the recitals
with his father and at night he sometimes sneaks the
radio into his bed and listens to it. But don't tell his
father.
So if you ever see a young boy riding around on his
might leam
bicycle, ask him to stop and say hello. You
something.

April 3. 1973
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8) Can you spell the following sentence correctly?
The sylogisms tatology conotes deduction.
(A) Ciortanly (B) Do your own English.
9) Do your teachers like you better than, they like
your friends?
(A) No (B) What friends?
10) Are you an active supporter of school functions?
(A) Yes (B) Sometimes (C) Functions?
11) What is your opinion to the tuition raised?
(A) Good (B) Abject resignation (C) Censored.
12) Which of the following distinguishes an ROTC
cadet?
(B) Forceful
bearing
(A ) Manly
(C) Black and blue thumb.
manner
13) What is your opinion of Slater coffee?
good gudtss
good (B) Quite
(A) Quite
detergent.
14) Do you have any difficultyparking?
(A) Yes (B) She's broadminded.
15) Are you a cute coed with a date problem?
author
notify
(A) No (B) Yes! (Please
immediately)
If you have bothered to take this test, take a secretive
glance around; the odds are your casates are
whispering about you.

